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BUG 11 7 2011 
In the Matter of. PlJBLIC, SERVICE 

COMMISSION 
APPLICATION OF OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ) 
CORPORATION FOR AN ORDER AUTHORIZING A ) 
CHANGE IN RATE DESIGN FOR I 7 3  RESIDENTIAL ) CASENO 

THE PROFFERING OF SEVERAL OPTIONAL RATE ) 
DESIGNS FOR THE RESIDENTIAL RATE CLASSES ) 

AND SMALL COMMERCIAL RATE CLASSES, AND ) 2011-00037 

COMMISSION STAFF’S SECOND INFORMATION REQUEST TO 
OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE CORPORATION 

Owen Electric Cooperative Corporation (“Owen”), pursuant to 807 KAR 5:001, is 

to file with the Commission the original and 10 copies of the following information, with a 

copy to all parties of record. The information requested herein is due no later than 

August 17, 201 I .  Responses to requests for information shall be appropriately bound, 

tabbed and indexed. Each response shall include the name of the witness responsible 

for responding to the questions related to the information provided 

Each response shall be answered under oath or, for representatives of a public 

or private corporation or a partnership or association or a governmental agency, be 

accompanied by a signed certification of the preparer or person supervising the 

preparation of the response on behalf of the entity that the response is true and 

accurate to the best of that person’s knowledge, information, and belief formed after a 

reasonable inquiry. 

Owen shall make timely amendment to any prior response if it obtains 

information which indicates that the response was incorrect when made or, though 

correct when made, is now incorrect in any material respect. For any request to which 



Owen fails or refuses to furnish all or part of the requested information, Owen shall 

provide a written explanation of the specific grounds for its failure to completely and 

precisely respond. 

Careful attention should be given to copied material to ensure that it is legible. 

When the requested information has been previously provided in this proceeding in the 

requested format, reference may be made to the specific location of that information in 

responding to this request. When applicable, the requested information shall be 

separately provided for total company operations and jurisdictional operations 

1 Refer to the response to Item 1 of Commission Staffs First Information 

Request (“Staffs First Request”) Explain why Page 5 of 5 shows residential space 

heating customers having the lowest average monthly usage in comparison to the non- 

space heating residential customers’ usage and the average residential usage shown 

on pages 4 and 3, respectively 

2 Refer to the responses to Items 1 d and 2 d of Staffs First Reauest 

a. It is understood that Owen’s proposed changes in rates are 

designed to be revenue neutral, but they are not necessarily bill neutral. Explain 

whether Owen agrees or disagrees that annual decreases in the energy rate could send 

a price signal that pramotes usage 

b. Explain whether Owen is aware of any published studies which 

address customers’ responses to conservation, energy efficiency or demand response 

offerings of utilities when the offerings coincide with the type of rate design changes 

Owen is proposing in this proceeding. 
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3. Refer to the response to Item 3.a. of Staff’s First Request. Explain 

whether the fact that Owen’s proposed rates do not always follow the underlying rates 

of its wholesale power supplies, fast Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc., puts Owen at 

some financial risk. 

4. Refer to the response to Item 5 of Staffs First Request. Owen states that 

the rate design in this case has taken considerable time to process, educate and finalize 

with Owen’s Board of Directors. 

a Since Owen’s board members are likely more familiar with the 

electric utility industry and electric utility rates than its member-owners, explain how 

Owen plans to educate and inform its members as to the reasons for its changes in 

rates, and communicate to its members how to determine the effect of the changes on 

their bills. 

b. Explain whether Owen has discussed its proposed rate changes in 

f cus groups, or in other meetings with members. P 
5. Refer to the response to Item 8 of Staffs First Request. 

a. Explain the ratings given to the “DSM” method in comparison to 

those given to the “Cost of Service” method, paying particular attention to the high level 

of simplicity, transparency, understandability, and equity ascribed to the “Cost of 

Service” method as opposed to the “DSM” method. 

,’ 

b. The last sentence in the response reads, “We believe the cost of 

service method offers members superior fairness and equity.. . .because it allocates 

costs accurately thereby removing cross subsidies and inequity in rates between 
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members.” Explain whether any of Owen’s rate classes are currently subsidizing other 

rate classes and, if so, whether Owen is addressing the subsidization in this case. 

Refer to the response to Item 9 of Staffs First Request. If the customer 

i * ’  ‘ 
charge is equal to the full distribution cost to serve and the energy charge exceeds the 

wholesale cost per kWh, explain whether a throughput incentive still exists. 

7 .  Refer to page 2 of the response to Item 10 of Staffs First Request. 

p v i d e  a brief description of each of the five potential future services and products x p /  - listed on the page 

8. Refer to the response to Item 11 b of Staffs First Request. Explain 

whether any of the Demand-Side Management (“DSM”) programs listed in this response 

are specifically targeted to fixed- and low-income members If not, explain how many 

such customers participate in each of the DSM programs listed. 

9 Refer to the response to lteni 13 of Staffs First Request. 

a. Explain why the REM/Rate energy rating tool uses BTUs and not 

kWh in determining saving for a rural electric cooperative. 

b. Provide a detailed list of the materials used, including their costs, 

and the labor costs that comprise the $16,296 total cost, which equates to an average 

of $1,810 for the nine homes weatherized under the Button-Up pilot program. 

I O .  Refer to the response to Item 16 of Staffs First Request, which indicates \A 
LJ 7 that approximately 28,000 residential customers will experience an increase in their 

<fib bills, with this number dropping to 9,500 if customers who would benefit from the 

Inclining Block Rate actually choose it. The Prepared Testimony of James R. Adkins 
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(“Adkins Testimony”) at page 6 states that the residential Inclining Block Rate is 

specifically designed for customers who consistently use 500 kWh per month or less. 

a. Explain whether Owen expects approximately 18,500, which 

equates to one-third, of its residential customers to understand that their bills are likely 

to increase if they don’t change rate schedules Explain whether Owen plans to directly 

contact those low usage customers who do not change to the Inclining Block Rate 

Schedule to advise them of the opportunity to decrease their bills by changing rate 

schedules. 

b. Refer to Exhibit 9 of Owen’s application, which shows the impact of 

rate proposals on customers at various usage levels Explain why Inclining Block Rates 

bills shown in the last column continue to be lower for usage over 500 kWh even though 

the last rate step is, as the Adkins Testimony describes, at a premium of three cents per 

kWh over the energy rate for the previous step. If there-is-an-error in the calculation of 
i 

the Inclining Block Rates column, provide a revi 

c. Describe the usage pattern of the 9,500 remaining residential 

customers who would not benefit from a switch to Inclining Block Rates, and any 

opportunity available to them to avoid an increase in their electric bill 

11. Refer to the response to Item 17.a. of Staffs First Request. Explain 

whether some change to Owen’s proposed tariffs is required to clarifj/ that one-year 

commitments are not required, especially in the absence of a written contract. 

12. Refer to the response to Item 19 of Staffs First Request. Confirm that 

during a higher usage month a customer switching to Schedule I-B1-Farm & Home- 
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Time of Day tariff could receive a lower bill without shifting usage (the assumptions 

provided stated that no usage shift from peak to off-peak or -shoulder was assumed). 

Refer to the response to Item 20 of Staffs First Request. 

a. 

13. 

Confirm that, using the information provided for years 2012 through 

2015, during a higher usage month a customer switching to Schedule I-B2-Farm & 

Home- Time of Ray tariff could receive a lower bill without shifting usage (the 

assumptions provided stated that no usage shift from peak to off-peak or -shoulder was 

assumed). 

a :rzi3 

b Explain why the calculated 82 bilk provided for 2011 are higher 

than those provided for 2012 through 2015 

14. Refer to the response to Item 21 of Staffs First Request. Confirm that 

during a higher usage month a customer switching to Schedule l-B3-Farm & Home- 

Time of Day tariff could receive a lower bill without shifting usage (the assumptions 

provided stated that no usage shift from peak to off-peak or -shoulder was assumed). 

\YAP \ 

Jeff Derouen 
Executive Director 
Public Service Commission 
P.O. Box 615 
Frankfort, Kentucky 40602 

cc' All Parties 
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Attorney At Law 
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Affiant, James Adltins, states that the answers given by him to the foregoing questions 

are true and correct to the best of his knowledge and belief. 

,” ,/’ / a&&- 
o f m e s  Adkins 

Subscribed and sworn to before me by the affiant, James Adltins, this 17fi 
day of August, 201 1. 

Notary 

State-at-Large 

My Coinmission expires & l+C30/5 . 



Affiant, Mark A Stallons, states that the answers given by him to the foregoing questions 

are true and correct to the best of his knowledge and belief. 

Mark A Stallons 

Subscribed and sworn to before me by the affiant, Mark A Stallons, this 

/ 7 f i  day of August, 201 1. 

Notary 

State-at-Large 

My Commission expires h 11C,aois . 



Affiant, Michael Cobb, states that the answers given by him to the foregoing questions 

are true arid correct to the best of his knowledge and belief. 

Michael Cobb 

Subscribed and sworn to before me by the affiant, Michael Cobb, this I 7k 
day of August, 201 1 .  

Notary J W  I?C K . A u  
S tate-at-Large 

M y  Conmission expires i&hA  14. aw5. 



Affiant, Mary E Purvis, states that the answers given by her to the foregoing questions 

are true and correct to the best of her knowledge and belief. 

Mary E Pur a 
Subscribed and sworn to before me by the affiant, Mary E Purvis, this Iqm 

day of August, 201 1. 

Notary 

State-at-Large 

My Cornrnission expires d.@~.~~I4.2015 + 





Item No 1 
Page 1 of 1 

Witness: Mary E. Purvis 

OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S SECOND INFORMATION REQUEST 
CASE NO 201 1-00037 

Provide the following information in a comparative format: 

Question: 

Refer to the response to Item 1 of Commission Staffs First Information Request (“Staff’s 

First Request”). Explain why Page 5 of 5 shows residential space heating customers 

having the lowest average monthly usage in comparison to the non-space heating 

residential customers’ usage and the average residential usage shown on pages 4 and 3, 

respectively. 

Response: 

Because the residential class is not segmented into space and non-space heating 

types, the 2009 Residential End Use Survey was utilized to estimate the average annual 

usage. A cross tab was generated using type of heating system and average annual 

usage. The non-space heating calculation was taken from those members who 

answered that the heating system used was either electric furnace, electric heat pump, 

geothermal, natural gas furnace, bottled gadpropane furnaces or fuel oil furnaces. 

Space heating usage was calculated from those members who said that they had electric 

built in units, kerosene space heaters, wood burning fire places, wood/coal stove or 

something other were used to heat their residence. Space heating usage was slightly 

lower than non-space heating usage. This fact can be attributed to non-space heating 

residences have a larger square footage and the annual usage includes air conditioning 

which is used more often in homes with non-space heating. 





Item No 2 
Page 1 of 55 

Witness: Mark Stallons 

OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S SECOND INFORMATION REQUEST 
CASE NO 201 1-00037 

Refer to the responses to Items 1 .d. and 2.d. of Staffs First Request. 

a. Question: 

It is understood that Owen’s proposed changes in rates are designed to be 

revenue neutral, but they are not necessarily bill neutral. Explain whether Owen agrees or 

disagrees that annual decreases in the energy rate could send a price signal that promotes 

usage. 

a. Response: 

Owen disagrees that annual decreases in the energy rate could send a price signal 

that promotes usage for the following reason: Owen believes that member’s consumption 

is driven by their desire for comfort and convenience as well as affected by their 

household energy budget. The first response of most bill payers is to look at the amount 

of their bill. If the amount is within their expectations then they pay the bill and move on to 

the next item on their “to do” list. If the billed amount is outside their budgeted 

expectations, they begin to explore their options and ask questions of their electric 

supplier. The primary driver is the billed amount not the mathematical formula to derive 

the billed amount. The strength in the gradualism approach is that, even within the rate 

class, the billed amount changes slowly over time and is most likely to be overshadowed 

by weather, fuel, and environmental price fluctuations. 

b. Question: 

Explain whether Owen is aware of any published studies which address 

customers’ responses to conservation, energy efficiency or demand response offerings of 

utilities when the offerings coincide with the type of rate design changes Owen is proposing 

in this proceeding. 



Item No 2 
Page 2 of 55 

Witness: Mark Stallons 

OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S SECOND INFORMATION REQUEST 
CASE NO 201 1-00037 

b. Response: 

Owen is not aware of specific studies that address customer’s responses to 

conservation and energy efficiency offerings when the offerings coincide with a cost of 

service approach to rate design. This approach, however, is widely utilized by 

cooperatives wishing to promote conservation, energy efficiency, and demand side 

management initiatives and follows best practice guidelines set forth by the National Rural 

Electric Cooperative Association (“NRECA’), the National Rural Utilities Cooperative 

Finance Corporation (“CFC”), rate consultants, and the National Regulatory Research 

Institute. Copies of rate design guidelines from each of these groups are attached for 

informational purposes. 



A Rate Design to 
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xec e 

The search for low-carbon electricity resources intensifies as more attention is paid to 
greenhouse gases (GHG). If energy efficiency in the electricity sector is to be a major resource 
in the battle against greenhouse gases, utility regulators need to create an environment that 
enables and encourages cost-effective energy efficiency. This paper addresses one overlooked 
method of decoupling a utility’s income from sales and offers a complementary set of price 
signals to consumers that are designed to enhance energy efficiency.’ The decoupling strategy is 
a Straight Fixed Variable (SFV) rate design, and the customer price signal is a Revenue-Neutral 
Energy Efficiency Feebate (REEF). 

Rate designers contrast straight fixed variable design with standard two-part rates. The 
terminology can be confusing because both forms involve two-part rates; the difference between 
them has to do with how each approach treats fixed costs. Straight fixed variable rate design 
places all of a utility’s fixed costs into a fixed component of a utility customer’s bill, thereby 
recovering only variable costs, such as fuel and purchased power, on a variable (e.g., per kWh or 
kW ) basis. A standard two-part tariff, in contrast, usually collects some fixed costs through a 
variable charge. The standard approach causes larger users within a class to pay more than the 
fixed costs they impose on the system, with small users paying less than their share of fixed 
costs. 

Both designs recover variable costs predictably. They differ in the predictability of fixed 
cost recovery in the context of sales reductions. Because the “standard” method recovers part of 
the fixed costs through the variable charge, increased customer energy efficiency causes sales 
reduction, which in turn leads to a gap in fixed cost recovery and income. A straight fixed 
variable approach, in contrast, insulates the utility’s income from changes in sales per customer. 

SFV rate design creates a rational model for allocating fixed and variable costs. One 
criticism, however, is that by moving fixed costs out of the variable charge, the rate design 
weakens the price signal, thereby reducing a customer~s economic incentive to use energy 
efficiently. That is, the average short-term variable costs left in the variable charge will be less 
than what had been collected from customers in the variable component under the Standard 

Other potential barriers exist to electricity energy efficiency, including whether there is 
comparability in profitability from the utility’s perspective between supply and demand 
resources in ,jurisdictions where utilities have a role in delivering energy efficiency services, and 
numerous consumer-oriented market barriers. 

... 
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Tariff. Hence, the second component of this paper is a revenue-neutral energy efficiency 
feebate (REEF) for customers. A revenue-neutral feebate works by charging fees to those who 
use more than a typical amount of electricity while giving rebates in the same total amount to 
others in the class who use less than that amount. Feebates can update continuously the targets 
for efficiency as people change their energy consumption. Feebates have been proposed and 
implemented to encourage increases in the automobile gasoline efficiency. The utility would see 
no financial effect, but consumers could see their bills go either up or down depending on their 
usage relative to similar customers. 

Shifting dollars so that fixed costs are fiilly recovered through fixed charges, with 
variable ftilly recovered through variable charges, not only decouples income from sales 
(eliminating the utility’s disincentive to encourage customer efficiency); it also reduces the 
utility’s financial risk associated with variance in sales. Sales variations associated with weather, 
the economy, price elasticity, and energy efficiency not stimulated by utility-sponsored programs 
are all eliminated by SFV rate design. This reduction in risk means that that the commissions 
can reduce the authorized return on equity, thereby lowering rates for all. 

This report is available on the NFW website at: 
litti~://iirri.ore/nubs/elcctri~ity/rate dcs eiiurgy eff SFV REEF iulv08-08.ixlf. 
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esign to Increase Efficiency and 

Reduce Revenue Requirements 

I. Energy efficiency’s role in mitigating greenhouse gases 

Greenhouse gas reduction through some type of carbon emissions law at the federal and 
state levels is gaining increasing momentum. Utility power plant emissions will almost certainly 
be a set of emissions targeted for control. The strategies frequently discussed to reduce carbon 
emissions for the electricity generation sector are: increased use of natural gas, increased energy 
efficiency, increased renewable non-emitting generation, new nuclear power plants, and carbon 
sequestration. These strategies are applicable whether the carbon restrictions take the form of a 
tax, cap or trade, or source-specific reductions. Neither new nuclear plants nor carbon 
sequestration will make significant contributions to carbon reductions for at least a decade. This 
reality leaves gas generation, non-carbon-emitting generation, and energy efficiency. 

Utilities have had an inherent financial bias against demand-side resources that reduce 
sales, since reductions in sales reduce the income of utilities that use the Standard Two-Part 
Tariff (Standard Tariff). The Standard-Two Part Tariff recovers only a portion of a utility’s 
fixed costs from fixed charges, leaving the residual fixed costs, including income, to be 
recovered from charges that vary with use. This coupling of sales and income has made utilities 
reluctant to embrace strategies that reduce sales, regardless of whether the utility is the program 
implementer or funder, or whether non-utility entities provide these functions. Negawatts 
instead of megawatts as an energy resource, conservation programs designed to reduce bills in 
general or make electricity more affordable to low-income households, and energy efficiency 
programs that are wholly outside of the utility’s control-all of these measures have met with 
utility resistance, partly because of the underlying linkage between sales and income. 
Decoupling mechanisms that seek to make utilities indifferent to sales variations often encounter 
implementation and administrative challeriges as well as resistance from ratepayers. 

The Energy Information Administration’s 2007 base case has energy efficiency as the 
leading strategy for reducing carbon ernissions until around 2023, when carbon sequestration 
takes a leading role. For energy efficiency to occupy this large role, regulators must (1) 
eliminate the disincentive for energy efficiency that links decreased sales to decreased income, 
(2) provide customers with energy efficiency incentives, and (3) provide utilities with financial 
incentives to promote energy efficiency as a resource comparable to supply resources in places 
where regulators expect utilities to play a role in implementing or funding energy efficiency 
initiatives. 

This paper starts by focusing on one decoupling approach, a Straight Fixed Variable 
(SFV) rate design. Straight Fixed Variable rate design is a rational way to recover fixed and 
variable costs because it aligns pricing with variable and fixed cost causation, thereby removing 
the utility’s profit sensitivity to reduced sales. The problem with SFV is that it reduces the 
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variable charge to short-term variable cost, which is likely to be lower than the economically 
efficient level of long-term marginal cost, leading to over consumption. To address this 
problem, an economic incentive for consumer energy efficiency is needed. This paper therefore 
proposes to discuss the SFV rate design with revenue-neutral energy efficiency feebates. 
Feebates are a combination of fees and rebates. 

11. Straight fixed variable rate design 

A. Overview of the concepts 

A Straight Fixed Variable Tariff is designed to assign all fixed costs to fixed charges and 
only variable costs to variable charges. Fixed costs do not change with changes in output, 
whereas variable costs do change with output. Economic theory would have the price of 
electricity based upon long-term marginal cost.2 Given regulators' general use of embedded cost 
pricing for utility ratemaking, allocating fixed costs to fixed charges and variable costs to 
variable charges is a reasonable second-best solution from an economic rationality and equity 
perspective. 

The Standard Two-Part Tariff, by allocating some fixed charges to the variable rate, 
causes large users to pay for fixed costs in excess of their load share. SFV rate eliminates this 
characteristic. Assume there are two off-peak water heating customers, each with the same 
contribution to system peak use, except that one uses a lot more hot water. The user of more hot 
water under a Standard Tariff will pay a disproportionate share of the fixed costs, relieving the 
other customer of a portion of its share. Although the fixed costs needed to serve each customer 
are the same, they bear different cost shares. 

In addition to correcting for the disproportionate recovery of fixed costs, placing all 
fixed costs into the fixed charge decouples per-customer sales volume from a utility's income. 
The table below provides a simplified comparison of the effect of a reduction in sales on a 
utility's income when using a Standard Two-Part Tariff versus an SFV rate design. Standard 
Two-Part Tariffs and SFV tariffs can have the same basic components (e.g., customer, demand, 
and energy charges), with the only difference being that there are no fixed costs in the variable 
portion of the SFV tariff. 

See Alfred E. Kahn, The Economics of Regulation: PrincQles and Institutions, Volume I 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1988), Chapter 4. 
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Table 1: Effect on Income Associated with Reduced Sales 

Standard Two-Part Tariff 
(No Decoupling Adjustment) 

Straight Fixed Variable Tariff 

Base Case Energy Efficiency 
Case 

Base Case Energy Efficiency 
Case 

Key Assumptions 100 customers 

1000 kWh/customer 

Fixed charge 
$15/custorner 

Variable Charge 
$O.O75/kWh 

100 customers 

950 kWh/customer 

Fixed charge 
$15/custorner 

Variable Charge 
$0.075kWh 

100 customers 

1000 kWh/customer 

Fixed charge 
$50/customer 

Variable Charge 
$0.04/kWh 

100 customers 

950 kWh/customer 

Fixed charge 
$50/customer 

Variable Charge 
$0.04/kWh 

Revenues 

$1,500 $1,500 $5,000 $5,000 Revenues from Fixed 
Charges* 

Revenues from 
Variable Charges 

$7,500 $7.125 $4.000 $3,800 

$9,000 $8,625 $9,000 $8,800 Total Revenues 

Expenses 

$4,000 $4.000 $4,000 $4.000 Fixed 

Variable ($0.04/unit) $4,000 $3,800 $4,000 $3,800 

Total Costs 

Income 

$8,000 

$1,000 

$7,800 

$825 

$8,000 

$1,000 

$7,800 

$1,000 

* Fixed charges are here presented without any adjustment for Return on Equity i n  SFV cases to 
reflect reduced risk. 
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In the example above, the utility experiences a decrease from the base level of sales set in the 
rate case, from 1,000 units per customer to 950 units per customer. The effect on income of a 
5% reduction in sales when a Standard Tariff is used is a decrease in income of 17.5%. Under 
the SFV tarifc income is not changed by the decrease in sales. The larger the change in income 
related to a change in sales under an existing Standard Tariff, the greater the need for rate 
redesign and the greater impact the change will have on the utility’s behavior. 

B. Major reasons for regulatory reluctance to implement an SFV rate design 

Straight Fixed Variable rate design is not a new idea, nor is decoupling of income from 
sales. SFV rates are used for gas utilities in North Dakota, Georgia, Oklahoma, and Missouri. 
The author is not aware of any place where an SFV rate design is used to recover the costs of an 
electric utility. The apparent unpopularity is likely based on the following concerns: 

1. Moving revenue from the variable component of a standard two-part tariff to the 
fixed charge can reduce a customer’s economic incentive to conserve. 

2. Larger users should be allocated more of the utility’s fixed costs. 

3 .  Moving revenue from the variable component of a standard two-part tariff to the 
fixed charge adversely affects small users within a class, including possibly low- 
income customers. 

4. There are differences of opinion about which costs are fixed and which are 
variable. 

Each of these concerns is addressed below. 

1. SGV reduces consumers’ incentive to conserve energy 

As explained in Part I1.A above, recovering fixed costs solely through fixed charges is an 
economically reasonable second best solution when rates do not reflect the long-run marginal 
cost of electricity. But the reduction in the variable charge arising from a shift of fixed costs to 
the fixed charge can reduce the customer’s economic incentive to conserve. Reduced savings on 
the customer’s bill that are associated with SFV rate design in certain situations can extend the 
payback period, from the customer’s perspective, of a customer-funded energy-efficiency 
investment. The example on the next page sets forth two cases from the consumer’s perspective 
and compares the payback period for the same customer-fbnded energy efficiency investment. 
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Table 2: Comparison of Payback on Energy Efficiency Investments 

Reduction of Monthly Customer Usage from 1000 to 900 Units 

Energy Efficiency Investment of $200 

1,000 units 

900 units 

Savings 

Payback Period w/o 
adjustment for decoupling 

Payback Period after 
$1.66/month adjustment 
for decoupling3 

Standard Two-Part Tariff 

$15 Fixed Charge 

$0.075/unit 

Fixed $15.00 

Variable $75.00 

Total $90.00 

Fixed $1 5.00 

Variable $67.50 

Total $82.50 

$7.50/month or $90/year 

2.2 years 

2.9 years 

Straight Fixed Variable 

$50 Fixed Charge 

$O.OQ/unit 

Fixed $50.00 

Variable $40.00 

Total $90.00 

Fixed $50.00 

Variable $36.00 

Total $86.00 

$4.00 o r  $48/year 

4.2 years 

4.2 years 

Based on assumptions used in Table 1 ,  where a $1 75 income shortfall would need to be 
recovered from all customers in the class. 
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The above example shows that consumers would have a shorter payback period with the 
Standard Tariff than an SFV tariff. Absent other modifications, the SFV thus would discourage 
some customers from making an investment; they would see a payback in 4.2 years rather than 
2.9 years. 

There are several responses to the assertion that SFV provides less of an economic 
incentive for customers to conserve than a Standard Two-Part Tariff. 

a. If everyone conserved to exactly the same degree and a decoupling ad.justment 
clause were used to recover the utility’s lost income, then the bill to the consumer 
under either a Standard or an SFV tariff would be the same. See Table 3 on the 
next page, where the customer’s bill is $88 under either tariff. Table 3 
demonstrates that when the utility’s income is protected from erosion due to 
reduced sales, and when all customers in a class reduce usage by the same 
percentage, the bills before and after the sales reduction under either tariff are the 
same. When all customers conserve proportionally equally, there is no 
conservation disincentive associated with SFV rate design compared to the 
Standard Tariff with a decoupling tracker. The issue is, therefore, not that SFV 
reduces the conservation incentive; rather, it is that customers may behave 
differently froin each other even when offered the same opportunities to conserve. 
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Table 3: Effect on Customer Bill 

Across-the-Board 5% Reduction in Usage and a Decoupling Adjustment 

1,000 Units 

950 Units 

Standard Tariff 

$15 Fixed Charge 

$0.075 Variable Charge 

$.001842 Decoupling Fee 

Fixed $15.00 

Variable $75.00 

Total $90.00 

Fixed $15.00 

Variable $71.2.5 

Decoupling4 $1.75 

Total $88.00 

S W  

$40 Fixed Charge 

$0.04 Variable Charge 

Decoupling Fee N/A 

Fixed $50.00 

Variable $40.00 

Total $90.00 

Fixed $50.00 

Variable $38.00 

Decoupling N/A 

Total $88.00 

b. When the Straight Fixed Variable rate design is used in con.junction with the 
Revenue-Neutral Energy Efficiency Feebate (REEF), the regulator can reflect 
long-term marginal costs and the costs of externalities in a customer’s price signal 
without upsetting the embedded cost-based revenue requirement calculation for 
the utility. The REEF concept is discussed at Section 111. 

The Decoupling Fee was calculated by dividing the $1 75 income shortfall from Table 
one by the 95,000 units (1 00 customers x 950 units), or $0.001 842/unit. 
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2. Larger users’ share of the utility’s fixed costs 

Some oppose straight fixed variable because it would reduce large users’ share of the 
utility’s fixed costs. The argument of SFV is that it aligns the customer’s cost share with the 
burden that the user places on the system. No user - large or small -- should pay more than its 
appropriately allocated share of fixed costs. If all customers within a class place the same fixed 
costs (costs that do not vary with usage) on the system, then all customers within that class 
should pay the same amount in fixed costs. Costs that are not fixed and vary with usage should 
be recovered from the variable charge. Variable charges should recover charges such as RTO 
capacity charges, variable demand charges associated with purchased power, and the variable 
portion of depreciation charges. 

The allocations between fixed and variable costs in an SFV rate design occur within a 
customer class. Creating homogeneous membership within customer classes is a first step 
towards reducing misallocations among customers within a class. Stratification of customers 
into more homogeneous groups allows for better assignment of costs under any ratemaking 
approach. 

3. SFV places a greater burden on small and low-income customers than 
do Standard Tariffs 

SFV tariffs do charge low-usage customers within a customer class more than a Standard 
Two-Part Tariff. If a utility incurs the same fixed costs by having two customers connected to 
the system who are able to take as much power as they want whenever they want, then each 
customer should pay the same in fixed charges, because assigning fixed costs within a specific 
tariff to a fixed charge is fair to all Customers. 

The Revenue-Neutral Energy Efficiency Feebates discussed in Part I11 below are 
designed to shift revenue responsibility from small users to large users within a customer class, 
without distorting the rate design. The shift in revenue responsibility associated with REEF 
addresses the issue that low-usage customers would bear more costs due to a move from a 
Standard Tariff to an SFV tariff. 

The effect that an SFV tariff would have on low-income customers is far from 
conclusive. The literature is not consistent regarding whether low-income customers use more or 
less electricity than the average customer. Consumption often depends on demographics other 
than income, such as family size; quality of housing stock; owners versus renters and whether the 
renter pays the electric bill directly; end uses such water heating, cooking, and space heating; 
appliance efficiency; and age of householders. There are many other ways of addressing low- 
income customers’ energy affordability issues besides allocating fixed costs to variable charges 
that may or may not be beneficial to low-income customers. These strategies include, in part, 
low-income usage-reduction programs where the utility may make investments in the low- 
income housing stock to increase energy efficiency (note that SFV rate design creates no 
disincentive for low-income usage reductions programs, in contrast to the Standard Tariff), rate 
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discounts targeted directly to low-income customers, maximum bills as a percentage of a 
customer’s income, and federal low-income energy assistance grants. 

4. Difficulties in determining which costs are fixed and which are 
variable 

It is not always transparent which costs vary with sales. Examples of costs which do not 
vary with sales include administrative overhead such as rent, office building depreciation, or 
interest on long-term debt. The depreciation of a generating plant, however, has a fixed 
component and a variable component; i.e., the inore the power plant is used to meet demand, the 
faster it depreciates. The variable component of depreciation should be assigned to the variable 
component of the SFV tariff and booked as incurred. Labor is predominately a fixed cost, but a 
portion may be variable, such as overtime for power plant maintenance or customer service, 
during high-usage summer periods. Commissions that decide to consider an SFV as a 
decoupling tool may wish to allocate additional time and resources to the rate design portion of 
the rate case where the SFV concept is first developed. 

C. Benefits of SFV 

SFV rate design provides a rational allocation of and recovery mechanism for fixed and 
variable costs, and decouples sales from income. SFV reduces the risk to utility investors. SFV 
protects a utility’s income from externalities associated with variance in sales such as weather, 
the economy, price elasticity, and energy efficiency. With a reduced variance in income, risk to 
investors is reduced. Reduction in risk should be linked to a reduction in the allowed return on 
equity (ROE). A lower ROE reduces the cost to all customers. 

Another benefit of an SFV tariff is that it also makes a utility indifferent to the meter 
running backwards for net metering of demand-side renewable resources. The removal of losses 
associated with net metering allows a utility to promote smaller solar and wind technologies. 

With an SFV rate design as the decoupling mechanism, nothing other than the base tariff 
need be posted on the bill, unless the variable charge includes some type of an ad.justment 
mechanism. This method is simpler than a Standard Tariff with decoupling adjustment 
mechanism, which if implemented to track all changes in revenues from each part of the tariff 
could have separate adjustments for the customer, energy, and demand components as well as 
ongoing reconciliation adjustments. The SFV rates are set within a rate case without the 
decoupling ad.justment mechanism associated with a Standard Tariff and without the 
accompanying recurring audits and hearings to ensure that the decoupling adjustment has been 
accurately recovered. 

111. Revenue-Neutral Energy Efficiency Feebate 

The Revenue-Neutral Energy Efficiency Feebate (REEF) allows regulators to promote 
energy efficiency beyond the average cost price signals provided by the variable portions of most 
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rate designs. Regulation normally looks at embedded costs and then divides costs by usage to 
get prices that are average-cost-based. This method ignores avoidable long-term costs that have 
not occurred and may not occur if the need for additional resources is avoided by changes in 
customer behavior. Marginal cost pricing is difficult to achieve when revenue requirements are 
based on embedded costs. State commissions have used inverted block rates to try to achieve 
this goal, but those rates aggravate the decoupling problem discussed above, because the 
movement towards marginal cost pricing is accomplished by shifting more of the embedded 
fixed cost to the marginal charges in the inverted block rates. 

A REEF enhancement to an SFV rate design allows regulators to adjust pricing to reflect 
long-run marginal costs without affecting a utility’s total revenues. Feebates combine rebates 
and fees into a single program to encourage behavior. The fees fund the rebates, thus making the 
price incentives revenue-neutral for the utility. The combination of SFV rate design and feebate 
thus creates an income-neutral environment for energy efficiency. 

A. REEF-a general description 

The E E F  is an intra-class adjustment in which customers who use more than some 
typical amount pay a fee, while customers who use less receive a rebate. The fees and the 
rebates offset each other fully, leaving the utility revenue-neutral. These fees and rebates can be 
designed to induce certain behaviors, such as off-peak conservation (thus reducing coal 
generation) or on-peak summer conservation (to avoid peak-related future generation costs). The 
benchmarks used to determine rebates and fees are continuously adjusted by the changes in 
actual usage to reflect changes in the consumption of different customer classes, whether 
associated with the weather or with a reaction to the REEF. 

The REEF can be designed to reflect long-term marginal costs and to provide customers 
with price signals relating to externalities. This redesign is an improvement on standard utility 
pricing, which uses only average embedded costs. For example, average embedded cost pricing 
would reflect the cost of carbon credits at current prices but would not reflect future carbon costs 
or long-term marginal costs 

Price incentives based upon avoidable costs usually affect total revenues collected and 
therefore affect the embedded cost ratemaking math. A post-revenue requirement adjustment to 
rate design that is revenue-neutral allows the regulator to sharpen the price signals without 
changing the underlying total revenues earned by the utility. In addition to targeting avoidable 
long-term costs and carbon emissions, the feebate can be designed to maintain the conservation 
incentives that existed under the Standard Tariff for some period so as not to penalize customers 
who relied on that pricing paradigm and made energy-efficiency investments. 

Every rebate paid to a customer is funded by a customer-paid fee from the same class of 
customer. It is, therefore, important to have homogeneous customer classes. It might also be 
necessary to create benchmarks within some classes to normalize usage targets (e.g., in a 
commercial class, setting the benchmarks based upon usage per square foot of retail space rather 
than total usage). Customers will quickly see that they can earn credits by using energy more 
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efficiently. It may be more acceptable in some cases to limit the application of REEF to 
relatively homogeneous classes while not applying it to classes that are particularly 
heterogeneous. 

€3. REEF-implementation issues 

1. Keep REEF adjustments within a class 

A REEF should be designed to keep the adjustments within a class of customers. 
Customer classes should be defined so that customers are as homogeneous as possible (e.g., 
heating customers separate from non-heating customers). Classes can generally follow rate 
classes. Revenue-neutral adjustments will occur within each class. It may not be practical or 
necessary to have a REEF for each class. The heterogeneity among large industrial customers 
may make using rate classes impractical and require other comparison techniques, such as 
looking at the same customer’s usage over time. The lack of heterogeneous rate classes for a 
portion of a utility’s customers is not a reason to reject the REFF for other customers. 

2. Determine and apply the benchmark 

The benchmark should focus on goals that the regulator finds important and that are not 
adequately addressed by the underlying pricing structure. The benchmark could be based solely 
on energy, if the focus is carbon; on demand, if the focus is avoiding the need for future 
generating capacity; or on off-peak energy only, if the strategy is to focus energy efficiency 
when coal is on the margin. The benchmark could also be based on another goal or combination 
of goals. The benchmark(s) within a class would be determined for each REEF calculation 
period so that as customer behavior and exogenous factors (e.g., the weather) change, the 
benchmark changes also. Once a benchmark for the period is determined, it would be compared 
to the actual usage of customers in that class for that period to determine the fee or rebate due to 
each customer. 

The feebate program could be developed such that customers that are within a certain 
percentage or standard deviation of the benchmark would have no adjustment. This “null zone” 
approach would eliminate noise around the middle, applying adjustments only to customers who 
are either considerably more or less energy efficient than their class members. Null zones create 
simplicity but also dampen price signals, because of the exclusion of units within the null zone. 

3. Determine the size of the fee and rebate 

The strength of the REEF as a price signal is related to the size of the fees and rebates. 
The regulator need only set the fee; the rebate for each customer will result from allocating all 
the fees received to those who have earned a rebate. Commissions generally have a great deal of 
discretion, as long as the methodology for establishing the fees is consistent with public interest 
goals and reasonably based upon underlying costs associated with those goals. These costs may 
be understood as either actual avoided costs (e.g., the real-time cost of electricity) or potentially 
avoidable costs (e.g., long-term marginal costs or externalities not currently internalized to the 
utility’s costs), with no effect on the utility’s current revenue requirement. The rebate is 
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calculated by allocating the total fees charged to the customers whose usage was below the 
benchmark (e.g., proportionally based upon usage below the target level). A customer’s current 
bill would be adjusted with a fee or rebate as established above, rather than through a lagging 
adjustment as in a decoupling adjustment. There is an actual dollar amount and actual usage 
used in this calculation, unlike the decoupling adjustment that uses the next period’s usage to 
recover the lost revenues. This actual cost and usage method keeps usage and feeshebates 
synchronized, eliminating any need for reconciliation or true-ups. 

The actual size and design of the fee needs to be determined based upon the facts such as 
long-term marginal costs or avoidable costs in individual cases. The size of the feebate can 
create an energy efficiency signal that is stronger than the standard tariffs signal (see Table 5 for 
an example). The design of the rebate need not be consistent between rate classes and can even 
have increasing blocks (e.g., the biggest energy hogs pay ever-increasing fees). 

4. Target the REEF 

A REEF can be used to target usage that is aligned with the public policy goals of the 
regulator. If the goal is to shed coal generation that is on the margin only during off-peak hours, 
the target would be off-peak usage. Conversely, if carbon dispatch is being used instead of 
economic dispatch by the RTO, or if the market for carbon credits is very expensive, then coal 
might be on the margin during on-peak hours. More than one public policy goal may be targeted 
at the same time as long as they do not conflict. 

5. Set the REEF adjustment period 

The application of the REEF requires that there be a period over which usage data is 
collected and compared. There are a few ways to define the adjustment period. The first is to 
have an adjustment for each billing cycle. Every customer within a customer class would have a 
REEF calculated based upon meters that are read on the same day for the same billing period. 
The benefit of this approach is that it provides analytical rigor, as all customers will have been 
billed for consumption in the same period, with the same number of weekdays and weekends and 
with the same weather. The calculation of fees and rebates is easy to manage; all the data comes 
in at the same time and an adjustment is placed on the subsequent bill. TJsing the billing cycle 
breaks the class into about 20 subgroups (number of billing cycles within a month), and therefore 
might cause a situation where the groups are too small to prevent the behavior of a small number 
of customers from having too much influence on the feebate calculation. 

Another approach is to gather all customers’ data during a set period, such as reading all 
meters in June. Periods of between several days and a month can be considered. The longer the 
period, the more customers there will be within the adjustment group. On the other hand, a 
longer data-gathering period increases the chance that anomaIies may occur among the 
custoiners because of exogenous changes, such as weather. If a month is chosen and one 
customer’s data is for the 30-day period May 3 through June 1 , while another’s period is June 1 
through June 30, the weather conditions might be much different between these two periods. 
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Using weekly rather than monthly groups reduces the incentive group size by about 75%, but 
avoids the problems associated with two-month spans in weather changes. 

6. Billing 

The REEF, either the rebate or the fee, would be posted on the customer’s next bill as a 
specific amount with a clear explanation such as “Your usage was 50 kWh less than this month’s 
energy efficiency benchmark of 750 kWh; you are being awarded a rebate in recognition of your 
commitment to using energy efficiently and improving the environment,” or “Your usage was 50 
kWh greater than this month’s energy efficiency benchmark of 750 kWh, and you are being 
charged an energy efficiency fee. To reduce or eliminate this premium or earn an energy 
efficiency credit, pleases consider how you can use energy more efficiently and improve our 
environment. Call 1 -800-555-SAVE.” The message could be different depending on the 
Commission’s explicit public policy goal and rate class. 

Instilling the most transparency, flexibility, and confidence in a REEF requires frequent, 
timely, and accurate actual meter reads. Automatic meter reading enhances this potential. 
Estimated meter readings reduce confidence that the right customers are paying the correct fees 
and receiving the correct rebates. 

C. REEF-an example 

A REEF can be developed in many ways to enhance the SFV rate design. The REEF’S 
design depends on many underlying issues. This example assumes that, after considering the 
long-term marginal cost of electricity and the potential future cost of carbon credits, regulators 
determined that the variable cost of electricity should be $0.09/kWh. This unit price is higher 
than either the $0.04 under the SFV or the $0.075 for the Standard Tarif6 as shown in Table 1, 
and creates a $O.O5/kWh fee for excess usage under the SFV rate design. The $0.09/kWh rate 
would be based upon factors not included in the current embedded costs that regulators find 
appropriate to provide as price signals to consumers about the true cost of electricity. This 
example assumes that costs do not vary by time of day or time of year. The benchmark usage is 
IOOO/kWh/customer. The table shows how credits and premiums would be allocated among the 
five customers in this class. A null zone has not been included. 
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SVF Tariff $90.00 

REEF 
Adjustment 

$98.00 

sw plus 
REEF 

Standard 
Tariff 

Table 4: REEF Example 

650 kWh 900 kWh 

$76.00 $86.00 

-$17.50 -$5.00 

$58.50 $8 1 .OO 

$63.75 $82.50 

1000kWh I 1200kWh 

$0.00 $1 0.00 

I 

$90.00 $108.00 

I -- 

$90.00 I $105.00 

1250 kWh 

$100.00 

$1 2.50 

$1 12.50 

$108.75 

In this example, the REEF-SFV combination shifts costs from larger customers to smaller 
customers more strongly than did the Standard Tariff, even though the fixed costs have been 
removed from the variable charge of the SFV tariff. Only at the typical usage point of 1,000 
kWh are the bills under the Standard Tariff and the SFVR-REEF Combination equal. A 
consumer using 650 kWh saved an additional $5.25 (8.2%) under the SFV-REEF tariff, and a 
consumer using 1,259 kWh paid $3.75 (3.4%) inore than the Standard the Tariff. A stronger 
conservation incentive has been provided. 

The REEF is self-adjusting. As consuiners become more energy efficient, the REEF 
standards become stronger. Table 6 provides an example which takes into account reduced 
average usage. 
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Table 5: REEF Example - Step 2 

850 kWh 900kWh 1000 kWh 1100 kWh 

$94.00 

650 kWh 

$76.00 

-$12.50 

$63.50 

$63.75 

$86.00 $90.00 SVF Tariff $84.00 

REEF 
Adjustment 

$0.00 $5 .oo $10.00 -$2.50 

$8 1 .SO 

$78.75 

SVF plus 
REEF 

$86.00 $95.00 $104.00 

$82.50 $105.00 $108.75 Standard 
Tariff 

$3.51 $4.29 Deeoupling 
Adjustment 

$2.53 $3.32 $3.90 

Std Tariff + 
Deeoupling 

$66.28 $82.07 $85.51 $1 08.90 $1 13.04 

The bill for the 650 kWh-customer is higher than in the earlier case ($63.50 vs. $58.50). 
This change in the bill is because all consumers are now more energy efficient, reducing the total 
fees collected, and this consumer did not change his consumption. 

There are many ways to structure a REEF other than the one shown in this example. A 
REEF can be applied to all components of a tariff, to the demand or energy components alone, or 
to on-peak rather than off-peak usage, depending on the objective of the price signal. 
Benchmarks could compare the customer’s behavior to his own previous usage when there is no 
reasonable comparison group with credits shared with other heterogeneous customers within the 
customer class. 
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IV. Comparison of SFV-REEF Tariff with 

A. Overview of other decoupling tools 

1. Revenue decoupling tracker 

other decoupling tools 

This automatic adjustment clause increases or decreases rates depending on how actual 
sales compare to base sales established in a rate case. There are many implementation issues, 
including setting base usage figures for each rate class and for each tariff component. In 
implementing this type of a decoupling mechanism, income neutrality requires adjustment only 
for revenues associated with fixed costs (net revenues) and not gross revenues. Net revenues are 
gross revenues net of variable costs. Income neutrality is not achieved (see the following table) 
when gross revenues are used as the basis because the variable portion of gross revenues is 
already adjusted by the change in sales. 
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Table 6: Net vs. Gross Revenue Adjustments 

Actual with 
Adjustment for 

Gross 
Revenues' 

Assumptions: Rate Structure - $1 5 fixed charge plus $0.075/kWh; Variable Cost $0.04/kWh; 
100 customers; Base sales of 1000 kWh/customer; Actual Sales of 950 kWh/customer 

Actual with 
Adjustment for 
Net Revenues6 

Revenue 

Fixed Charge 

Variable Charge 

Decoupling Adj. 

Total 

costs 

Fixed 

Variable 

Total 

Income 

Base Case 

$1,500 

$7,500 

N/A 

$9,000 

$4,000 

$4,000 

$8,000 

$1,000 

Actual wlo 
Decoupling 
Adjustment 

$1,500 

$7,125 

N/A 

$8,625 

$4,000 

$3,800 

$7,800 

$825 

$1,500 

$7,125 

$375 

$9,000 

$4,000 

$3,800 

$7,800 

$1,200 

$1,500 

$7,500 

$175 

$8,800 

$4,000 

$3,800 

$7,800 

$1,000 

Adjustment calculated by subtracting total base revenues from total actual revenues. 

Adjustment calculated by netting out reduction in variable cost from gross revenue 
adjustment. 
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Failure to et out revenue changes design d to recover variable costs from the adjustment 
leads to an unintended increase in utility income of 20 percent. The same mechanism would 
cause an unintended decrease in income if adjusting for an increase in sales. 

Decoupling trackers require recurring audits and a reconciliation mechanism. The use of 
a revenue decoupling tracker could require several line items on a bill, making the bill more 
complicated and possibly causing customer resistance to the approach. A decoupling tracker can 
create revenue neutrality, but requires considerable administrative effort to execute accurately. 

2. Lost revenue recovery adjustment 

The lost revenue recovery adjustment (LRRA) creates an explicit revenue adjustment for 
particular actions taken by a utility. For example, if a utility replaces a light bulb with a compact 
fluorescent, a specific lost revenue adjustment would be recovered from ratepayers. The LRRA 
targets utility-driven energy efficiency-related losses in revenues-not those changes in revenues 
associated with fluctuations in factors such as the economy, the weather, or non-utility energy 
efficiency programs. It can be difficult to quantify either the action or the effect on revenues of 
softer yet important programs. Harder-to-quantify utility-sponsored programs include energy 
efficiency customer education, or fluorescent bulb distribution, as it is hard to know whether 
distributed compact fluorescent light bulbs get and stay installed. There is a natural tendency for 
utilities to want to overstate the effect on revenue of a particular action; likewise, ratepayer 
advocates tend to understate the increase or decrease in the associated revenue adjustment. 
Continuous measurement and monitoring is required to ensure that estimated savings are 
reasonable approximations of actual savings. Lost revenue recovery ad.justments should also be 
designed to reflect changes in net revenue versus gross revenue, as discussed at the section on 
revenue trackers The LRRA takes a good deal of administrative effort to implement, audit, and 
reconcile. 

B. Other decoupling tools compared to the SFV-FtEEF rate design 

Table 7 compares SFV-REEF rate design to other decoupling tools. This comparison 
utilizes three indicators in addition to the underlying economic premise that variable fixed cost 
should be recovered solely through fixed charges. 

1. Effectiveness and accuracy as a decoupling tool: This comparison 
addresses how well income neutrality is achieved by each method (i.e., 
how well the approach decouples income from sales). 

2. Effectiveness as an energy efficiency incentive: This comparison 
addresses whether the method provides signals to the utility and the 
customer to save energy. 

3. Ease of administration and billing. 
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Table 7: Comparing SFV-REEF to Other ecoupling Tools 

Effectiveness in Decoupling 
Revenues and Income 

Effectiveness in Encouraging 
Energy Efficiency 

Ease of Billing And Administration 

Revenue Decoupling Tracker 

Can achieve same decoupling as SFV 
but only if net revenues are used as the 
adjustment rather than gross revenues. 
Use of gross revenues can produce 
unintended income rather than income 
neutrality. Unlike SFV, can adjust for 
changes in sales associated with the 
number of customers. 

Underlying Standard Tariff may 
include more customer incentive for 
energy efficiency than SFV as more 
dollars are recovered through variable 
charges. Difference disappears if all 
customers conserve the same amount. 
Existing Standard Tariffs may not 
provide accurate price signals. 

Inclusion of REEF allows regulators to 
better target specific customer 
behavior and reflect long-run marginal 
costs. 

Both methods eliminate the 
disincentive to utilities associated with 
energy efficiency but do not provide a 
profit incentive. 

SFV easier to bill and administer. No 
extra lines on bill. SFV requires no 
tracking, audits or reconciliation that is 
required by tracking mechanism. 

SFV may require an income tracking 
protocol to ensure excessive earnings 
do not occur. 

REEF introduces some additional 
administration for billing. No 
reconciliation is necessary. 

Lost Revenue Recovery Adjustment 

Targets only revenue losses associated 
with utility programs. Does not make 
utility indifferent about lost revenues 
associated with other energy efficiency 
programs. Difficult to measure softer 
measures such as education or full or 
sustained implementation of each 
action. Tendency by stakeholders to 
under-or overstate adjustment factors. 

Underlying Standard Tariff may 
include more customer incentive for 
energy efficiency than SFV as more 
dollars are recovered through variable 
charges. Difference disappears if all 
customers conserve the same amount. 
Existing Standard Tariffs may not 
provide accurate price signals. 

Inclusion of REEF allows regulators to 
better target specific customer 
behavior and reflect long-run marginal 
costs. 

Does not achicve the same breadth of 
energy efficiency decoupling as SFV. 
May make utility opposed to non- 
utility energy efficiency initiatives 

SFV easier to bill and administer. No 
extra lines on bill. SFV requires no 
tracking, audits or reconciliation that is 
required by lost revenue recovery 
mechanism. 

Lost recovery mechanism requires 
ongoing measurement and monitoring 
of estimated and actual savings. 

SFV may require an income tracking 
protocol to ensure excessive earnings 
do not occur. 

REEF introduces some additional 
administration for billing. No 
reconciliation is necessary. 
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The SFV-REEF tariff is fundamentally superior to the other decoupling mechanisms. It 
decouples income from sales almost as coinpletely as one method and better than the other, 
provides better price signals, and is much easier to bill and administer. For all of these reasons, 
in a time when energy efficiency must become a growing part of the resource mix to meet carbon 
standards and fight greenhouse gases, a Straight Fixed Variable Rate design supplemented by a 
Revenue-Neutral Energy Efficiency Feebate should be considered by regulators across the 
country. 

V. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Energy efficiency is a resource that requires more attention as regulators, utilities and 
consumers of electricity set off to engage in the battle against greenhouse gases. The following 
actions, together, will create a regulatory environment more conducive to improving the natural 
environment. 

1. Eliminate the disincentive associated with the current coupling of sales and 
income. Coupling has discouraged utilities from employing strategies that reduce 
sales, by implementing a straight fixed variable rate design as a decoupling tool. This 
paper suggests that the SFV rate design is superior to the standard two-part tariff from 
an economic theory perspective, provides broad decoupling, and is much easier to 
implement and administer than other decoupling tools. An SFV rate design reduces a 
utility’s financial risk, which should lead to a decrease in the allowed rate of return 
and total revenue requirements and rates. 

2. Supplement the SFV rate design with a Revenue-Neutral Energy Efficiency 
Feebate program. The REEF allows regulators to provide targeted price signals that 
reflect costs such as long-term marginal costs and externalities that have not been 
internalized to a utility’s cost structure. The REEF ameliorates concerns that some 
may have with an SFV rate design and allows regulators to carefully target incentives 
for specific customer behavior without changing the utility’s overall revenue 
requirement. 

This type of regulatory package puts downward pressure on rates while improving the 
regulatory environment for energy efficiency. 
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This  Executive Summary 
provides an overview of the 
guide "Rate Strategies for 
2 1 s t  Century Chnllonges A 
Guide lo Rafe Innovatian for 
Cooperatives" developed by 
NRECA and CFC as o 
helpful cesource tor electric 
cooperatives to hogin [heir 
own rote design process 
Pleuse rafeer ta the complele 
guide, uvailubte orily to 
our electric cooperalive 
members, for more in-dcplh 
information 

Ovei the nexi decade, 
cooperalives can expecl 
signilicani increases in 
Ihe cosi of power and 
slower load growth 

Slower grovdi in future 
sales in conjuiiclioii 
'v i  I h e ner g y e If  ic i e icy,  
conservotion and 
E nvi i on nie n 10 I leg is la1 i o n  
rnciy mnl:e il licirclei 
lor coopero1ives \villi 
tradilionol roles io 
recover Iheir costs atid 
ni a rg i n s . 
Eiiieiging lechnology 
will create new risks 
and oppoilunilies foi 
cooperolives 
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Cooperatlves should consldar Including role obieclivos CIS a key compononl of 
integratsd businass plons that adcjrms  ha new cl-tnllonges facing the ot@cttic industry 

Toto1 Revenue per Itilowciii-houi 
0 5  - 

Eve1 y cooperative 
should consider huving 
on inlegruled lmsiness 
don that estoblislias 
bow Ilie coolmotive 
will iinplemeni role ond 
other policies io ochieve 
key siroiegic goals 



Cooperative boards, working with management, shouCd consider adopting o 
rate policy statement that provides specific abiectivos for rates that support the 
cooperalive's strategic goals 

Piovide sole, iel ial~le 
power ai {he lowesi COSI 

\ consisienl wiih good 
Ihusiness prciciices 

/\l\oiniuin ilie 
cooperalive os o violde 
Ihusiness and Ipreserve 
ond uliiinolely ieiurn 
mennlxm' IpolronocJe 
cap1 tal 

Dit eciors, monogeinent, sloff and menibei s hove 
impoiiani b u ~  distincf responsilJilifies in die 
I oiemuking process 

The bociid of clireclors i s  uliimately 
I esponsil,le foi eslciblishing siroiegic 
gools cind policies, including roie policy, 
opproviiig roles and moniioring 
resulis 

Strule ic 
GOaYs 

Board 
Res pons i bility 

Business P h i  

1, 

Ma in og e me ill 
Res ponsi Iiiliiy 





iesponsible foi eiisuiing 

1os1:s in ihe roiemcikiiig 
plocess 

A load research 
program piovides 
voluoble i n s  ig l i  t in to 
consumer IJehavior ihai 
con help h e  cooperalive 
design more effeclive 
roles 

To c-nsuie cnmplicince 
iv~ih federol i a ~  lo 'J and 
cooper o i I\VE /:I I I nc i 131 e s, 
rules should b e  I J C I S E ~  
on ociucil cosis iiicui red 
I J ~  each cucioiinc-i closc 
ond should iioi viiduly 
ditcriminole hei  ~ ' e e i i  01 

ornong cusiorner classes 

There ole many \videly 

i h e  complelion of key 

occepiecl ways of 
de\~lslng roles I h C I I  
ore COSI Ibosed and 
conslslenl Wllh u 
cooperoliw's role 
[JOllCy 

Ratail rates should be designed to 

Consistently produce sufficienl revenue Io recover the co5t of providing service Io 
consumers, including its margin targets, 

Give piice signals to consumers that are aligned with !lie strategic objectives 
embodied in the cooperative's business plan, 

Mhiinize abru I changes in rates through use of a purchased powor odjustrnont 
mechanism, w f: ich provides srnoller, more frequent rate changes, and 

Assure compliance with legal and tax requirements 

~. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .- 

. . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  L ..... . . . . . .  



er s 
Cooperatives should consider moving, to Ihe exlenl praclicable, lovmrd recovering costs 
in the way they are incurred Under such on approuch, fixed costs and margins would 
bo recoveied lhrough fixed charges, ond variable costs through variable charges To 
the extent t lmt this cannot be fully achieved due to competitive pressures, cooperotiver 
slwuld consider adopting on adjustment mechanism that permits the recogery of fixed 
cosi4: and oppropriole rnorgins retgorchss of the level of soles 

To h e  extent possible, 
consuniers siioulcl pay \ foi lIie cictua~ C O S k  

I hey creole (01 h e  
coopeiotive in a v~uy  
Ihoi rellecis tlie oiigiii 
ol Ilie costs 

Cooper olives con 
proteci llieni&es Iioni 

JY oclopling rciies flicii 
ensure hey COIIECI 
enough ieveiiue IO 

reco$'er tlie cos1 01 
se rwe ond meel 
hei r  (tiioncia1 goal5 
reyoiclless of soles 
levels 

Adlus~ment  niechanisms 
help ilie CooperoIivE 
recover costs IhuI 
~luctuci~e (recluenlly 
\,JII/~OUI o inoloi 
rotemaking procedure 

Ijolellllc,llY SI@\  'El 5UIE 



power adjustment 
C!QUSB, according to Q 

20041 CFd suway. 

Cooperative and investor-Owned 
U t W y  (IOU] Customer Charger 

Caoytsreftves Can Becsupict W C N E R U ~ ~  and 
Sales by Aligning Costs and Ch~rges. 

Coopeiotives leocl iiivestoi owned ulililies 
i i i  impleinenliiig cusiomer clioi ges I ~ O I  

inore closely I eflecl customel cosis Cuslonier Conruriiei Arrounlin(j/Sulos 
Portions of AsG, Distcibulion O R M ,  Dopreclution 

The exctniide CIIJOVE is I x ~ s e d  on o soinp'le 
o( 371 distribution cooperolives and 
163 lOUs 
\,,,,,<< ( I (  .\.l:i..( \ 



G&Ts should consider designing rates that reflect wholesale cost drivers, and G&Ts 
and distribution systems should consider coordinaling rate policies in order to atign 
both wholesale and retail rates to send appropriate price signals to consumers 

sysienis 

Cool d i no I ion I x l \ v e  e i i  
disli ilxJlion syslenis and 
\heir Ipowei suppliei i s  
necessory foi consumei s 
lo receive occurale price 
signuls 



Rala implementotion plans assist u cooperative to ochisva mombor, community 
and ragulatory cxxsptance of rale changas and continued satisfaction with tho 
cooperative. A key mpncl of siJc/i u plwi.r is  inlornut cooidirwlinn of iulo rabjectivos 
and activities ornong a cooperalive's funclionol tiilos 

l i . i t( :> scI1cI ,I po \ \ c l l i i l  \I<:nCil [ ( I  con\i ir i ic i j .  h i r  i l i c  ii icinnci in \ \h i (  h '1 i ~ t e  (Ii,iiiqc 15 

I m ~ ' l c m c n t c d  11.1s .I ~,o \ \e l l l l l  I i l l ~ ' , I e t  O I l  l l < ) \ \  I t  I\ I1cIc(JI\clI \ C l l l l l J ~ I ~ l l c n \ l \ ( :  1,icc 

I Ill ~,lcmCn [Jt l l  Ill pL1 I1 c 'I I1 I1 C I  1' 1 I1c c i  iope I .I I I\ e 1'1 cp.1 I c l l l C  111 I,c I \ 'I 1111 [II I1 e l  I ntc I C\ iC( I  

pdIllc\ Io1 ch.lnqc\ , i n c l  e l l \ l l l ~ ~  . I  \111l1or11 t I . I l l \ l l l l I l l  

con5vmers, regvlatoi s 
and others iecict to the 
change 

It 15 irnpor1anl to hove 
crcleqvote technology 
ancJ other resources to 
implemenl preferred 
roles 

Cooidina1ioii ol late 
policies and siraleyes 
among a11 departinents 
enables employees IO 

work more successfully 
loword achieving h e  
cooperolive's goals 

A long-term lechnology 
plan con supporl t h i s  
coordination 







@ !/lCJTOSCd VO/Ofi l i t ) f  ill ,fife/ CO.StS OJld WhO/CSO/C JllOl%'Ct 

)/-ices. Since 2002, natural gas and, to a lesser degree, 
coal prices have both trended upward and fluctuated 
widely Competitive \vliolesale markets, which affect 
power costs for many cooperatives, have experienced 
significant market price volatility. 

te Politirnl, enwiivn;r)ietifn/ mid iz;nCl/nro;l:,l / ) i m y i ~ J - c . r  o N 

i / f i l j f k s  to  nchkve societrrlgoonh. Nineteen states have 
set utility goals for energy efficiency while 30 states 
require electricity providers to generate or acquire 
certain percentages of genelrtion or mw of capacity 
from renewable iesotirces. The federal government 
and other states ai'e considering similar actions. 

k4 pL'JJd;Jlcy f i d l?JU/  C/jlJlf.lfL~ ChUll~l!  /LgjS/f.ifjOl? /;kP/J to  
jJ?JilOSC l ? d d j t j f ) J J U /  COSf5 OJJ , f O . ~ . T j / ~ f i l d C d  &YlJL'l.clt jOll 

Tli i rty-s i s states a I ready have ad op tcd c I i ma te cli a ti ge 
mitigation p I a n s, i ncl 11 ding 1 6 states that have impose( I 
iiiandatoi-y regulations. About 60 percent of the electricity 
sold by  cooperatives conics from coal and anotlier 
10 percent from natura l  gas. 'Those I.rilo~\~att-liotiis \vi11 
be subject to the 
ti It i ma te 1 y ado p tctl by tlie fecleral govern me i i  t. 

t btirden of wliatevei. appinacli is 

As :a result of these fxtors, 
i a i a n y  cooperatives could 
see tlicir po~ver costs 
incicase significantly o\ ei 

the I1.S. a i i i i i i a l  gro\vtli rate of 0.9 pei.ccnt 1x1 yeai.. 'I'lie 
continuccl expansion of infwiiation rand communicatioiis 
technology and :I potential shift f rom petrolerim-hasccl fuels 
to clectricity in the tiaiis17ort2atioii incltistr-v could significantly 
increase the rlemancl foi po~vei. On tlae otliei Iimid, disti i1,iitccl 
gc ne I ;it i on ;a nd e ncr-g): efficiency coi i Id become i ncr-casi ngl 11 

U 

attfiactive options for coiisiimers as tlie relevant technologies 
mature, government incentives increase and electric rates 
rise. These changes could lead to significantly lower 
per-capita usage levels foi, some classes of constiniers. 
Cooperatives need to prepare for those scenarios by 
implementing rate strticttires that  assiire cost recovery, 
legaidless of tlie level of sales. 

A cooperative's rate policy can help or h i 1 1  t its efforts to 
respond to changes in the industry and its o\vn unique 
challenges. Eveiy system needs to aclopt specific rate 
strategies as a key component of its integrated business 
plan for clealing with iisiiig costs while continuing to provicle 
safe, re1 i a I> le, a ffo rcl a 13 le e lec t r ic i ty. TI1 e a11 I:, I o p r  i a te 1-21 te 
s triic til Ie can em po\\rei cons ti iiiers to manage tliei I '  energy 
cons ti m pcion i ii ways t Ii a t  si1 pport tlie coopera ti ire's go~a Is 
\\hi le reducing the membei.'s bill. 

A coo pe I a ti IT 's f i a  re s t I i I c t 11 re ex p i~esses i t s res 1x1 i i  sc to 
fi n a i i  c i a I,  p o w  r s ti p 13 I y, e i i  1; i Io 11 me i i  ta I ,  I' eg t I I a to r y  and 
me i i i  be I i ss t i es, and em powe Is cons 11 iiie rs to I i se e I ec t I i c i ty  
in \\rays that reduce tlieii costs. Cost recovery is the piimaiy 
goal, h i i t  coopei:atives may \ \ rant  to consider othel goals 
as \\ell, SllC17 as: 

It: iicoii raging cons ti mcrs to me less energy by coiiseivi ng 
or becoming more cnergy efficient, 
Encouraging wiisiiiiiers to ref1 ain from using electricity 
rl ti ri ng pea I< per io( Is, 
Eiiabl i iig tlie coo pel at ive to i i i  tevr ti 13 t 01 di rec t l ~ 7  control 
certain loacls, 
1.1 in i m i % i  ng fuels costs ;a n c t  
Res pond i ng to ivli olesale mai,l.re t costs ;and ri slis. 

Rate schedules tliat send ;I clcai price signal to consiiiiicrs 
in a i ixy tha t  is c;as>~ f o r  
them to 11 ndcl s t 3  ncl <::a I 1  

ch a n gc t 11 e i I pia t tc 1-11 s of 
tising clcctiiciry 'I'lic light 
signal \vi11 cncouiagc 
constlmcls to  IllfIic 

c:oopci a t  i \;e man age :an d 
shape its loatis to acliie\.c 
its gotils. 

pclsllade consllmers to 

chnngcs t h a t  Iiclp the 

'1;) the deglcc t h a t  somc 
ctIstolllcrs 171cfcr t o  pay 

change tlae \via). they l l S C  

thnt  they, not otlael mcml3crs 

higher pi-ices rather t h a n  

c lec ti,ici ty, ;a n a 1, pi o pi in tc I y 
designcd rate \ \ f i l l  ensure 

of the cooper:ative, I x n i  

the cost of tlicii clccision. 



For iiiany cooperatives, addressiiig these issues in a 
iiieaningful \W)J will require a shift in tliinliing. The idea 
that growth is good and more growth is better has Iieen 
deeply ingiained in the ciilttiie of many utilities. 
h4anagement and directors may be concerned that any 
stiategy that reduces groivtli \ \ r i l l  also erode eainings and 
lead to financial difficulties for cooperatives. There also 
may be concei ns about consumer acceptance of new I ate 
strticttiies and approaches, particulal Iy as costs I isc in the 
futtiie. 'I'hese are sei iow issues that  should lie caiefiilly 
cons ide red . 
Cooperatives can protect 
themselves fi oiii negative 
effects caused by changes 
in saics by adopting a late 
striicture that ensures they 
collect cnough re\renuc t() 
r e c o w  the cost of seivice 
and meet financial gods 
regaidless of saics levels. 
'I'llele dle man)J \\'a)Js to (IO 

this, h i t  they all in\ olve 

costs and maigins are 
i'ecoverecl tliroiigh fixed charges and (2) aclopting purchased 
po\i~cr or other adjustment clauses. A consultant can be 
helpful in  detei~mining which approach is best  in  a 
p a  It ic ti la r sit 11 at  ion. 

I t  is important for ~i distrihiition cooperative to coordinate 
its cite strategy with its power supplier in o ~ l e i ,  to send 
a pro pr ia tc pr ice signals to cons  timers. One \\ray to (lo t I1 is 
is foi, distribution systems to \vork together \vith their G g l '  
or o t li e I poive r s I I 13 p I i e I '  to (.I eve lop a coo I d i na tetl a 11 prcxic li 
to integfiitcd ~csot~rce planning, rates i ind  cner,q innovation. 
I n  this process, the Intcgiutccl Rcsoiiice I'lm establishes 
the drivers of the ( X I '  costs. 'I'he G&'r adopts wholesale 
irites t h a t  icflcct those costs. 'I'he distribi~tion cooperatives 
cnn then design ietail rates hascd on the pi ice signals 
r c c c i \ d  from \\;holesnlc po\vci costs. (hnsumcrs  can 
rcsponcl to price signals fiom retail rates by iiiriiiagiiig 
clieii eiicigy tisagc i n  tvays t h a t  a l l o ~ v  thcm to lo~vci tlicii 
hills 1 q 1  reducing thcii. constimption OI shifting thcii t~sagcj 
pitteriis, A n  iiiipoitriiit pii't of  [lie planning process is 
finding a \ \ r a y  to: 

e 13alance the Ixnefits of gl-oivtli \\rid1 thc hcnefits of 

B liecognix that  some ne\\' loads \ \ r i l l  help the coopeiativc 

., 

c n c rgy e ffi c i e nc y, 

ot~rccs more cfficicntlv \vhilc others may 

E /\(:I.; n ()\I/ I edge t Ii c v ~ i  I 11 e of ci c m i  ii d -s i d e i i i  i ti a ti IT s ;IS 

incieme costs and 

\vcll ;is ti nclitionnl capicit!; acltlitions. 

I f  11 (:oopci;Itive can in\rcst i n  pioglnms t h a t  recliicc the 
ncetl for ne\\; capacity I c spcns i \ds  thnn  it can add nciv 

delaying the need to add 
new, higher-cost capacity 
throiigh any of these 
measui'es can result in 
lower costs to consumers. 

An  important aspect of 
tlie iateiiiaking process that  is sometimes overlooked is 
i n te r t i  a I coo r d  i nation of rate s t ra teg i es across tl e p a r t  men t 
lines. An integrated approach is essential to achieving tlie 
coo pe ra t i \;e's goa I s e ffi c i e i i  t I y a 11 (l cost e ffec ti ve Is!. For 
exam ple, coorcl inat ion bct\vcen the finance und mal Ice ti iig 
staff is important to ensure rates offered on new loads Lire 
sufficient to recover the additional costs of serving those 
loatls and the cooperative foctises on attracting loads that 
a re coni p a  ti b I e \vi t I1 t li e system 's long- tcr 111 goa Is. ' I'h e 
engineering department may be able to provide info1 mation 
about the impact of usage patterns on system operations, 
leading to a rate sti'tictiire that  changes usage pattei ns in ri 

way that  reti~ices futui,e plant investments. 

liiite strategy can both di ive and be ciepcndent on investments 
in technology. While some innovative rate sti iicttires caii 
be i i i i  ple men tetl \vi th  a staiidarcl \vatt-ho ti I '  iiietei; iiior'e 
co i i i  p I i ca t e cl a p p roac li e s req LI i re ad vii n cecl me te r i n g, 
co m m LI n i ca ti on s an cl soft \\la I e. 14% en i n nova t i \;e rLi te 
st i~t~ct~i i~es ,  such as time-of-use rates, were first pi.oposed, it 
\\/as iiot cost-effective to invest in tlie meceiing needed to 
i i i i  p le me n t  them foi, I es icie n t i  a I and s m  al I coni merc i a I 
c i i  s to mcrs . 'Tec h n olog y \vas the p t i  ma r y  ba ri,i e I to ado 11 t io n 
of mole complex rate structures. 'There have been vast 
i m pi oveiiieiits i n the c;ip:ibi 1 it ies of me teri ng sys  tems and 
in the cost of such systems. 

'I'oclay, the primaiy h r i  iei's are ciilturil and political. One 
ivay to o\:eicome thcse bar1 iers is to t.ievclop race strategies 
in cooi,cl i n ;I t i o n I\! i t h a long- tc riii tech nology 17 I a n  t h a t  
takes into account the total needs of the system, including 
i ti form ;it i () ii t e c 11 i i  () I og y, c() ni m t I n i (:a t i o n s , I oa d re s e a I c Ii ;I i i  d 
s !; s tc 111 o pc rat i () ii s ;IS \\!e I I as mete ri ii g ii 11 t l  b i 1 I i ng. '1 'li a t  
\wy, tlie coopci a t i w  can ens t i 1  e it iicq 11 i I cs die technology 
rcqtiirccl to impicmcnt its iclciil rate strategy i i n d  ensure its 
i;ites ~cco\~cr  sufficicnt rc\'cntic to implement the technology 
plan cfi.cti\:c I jr. 



clisciissions about setting rates. The Imird h a s  :in obligation 
to membeis to petform due diligence on late decisions 
and provide i i i  forined tl i rec t i o i i  to t h c in a n  age m e n t 
and staff. 

'I'he boaici should adopt 
a K i t e  policy statement a t  

Rctie Policy Sictieuierii tlie beginning of the m e  , . ._ .-- .__ . -~ _. - . 

'I'he cooperative will implement rates brised on a n  
em Recl d ed cos t-o f-se I vice s t i i d  y. 
liatcs slioultl be strilcturetl to collect fixed COStS 

t 11 rough fi sed cli a rges a 11 d eiie rgy costs t h Io ti gli 
e ne rgy charges. 

All members must piovidc a mai.gin to tlie system. 
C:osts SIlOLlld I>e allocatecl to the late classes t h a t  
cause the costs to be incui i,cd. 

Iia te s i I 11s i tl i cs s h o LI I el be mini mi zccl . 
I? :i tes s ho I I 1 ct 11 1'0 mote en e I gy e ftl ci e n c y "  

,. 1 1 he basic process for setting rates is the same, whether the 
cooperative is regulated by a state public service commission 
or is locally regulated by its boarcl of dii,ectors. Cooperatives 
shoultl initiate the ratemaking process at least 12 months 
ahead of tlie time additional revenue is neetled and allocate 
aclecltiate budget funds and  staff resotir'ces to support a 
corn 1) re lie iis i ve p p roach. 

A rate im~~lementation plan helps to provide a smooth 
transition to new Ki te  st1 Lictiires a n d  txiffs. ?'he plan 
s ho LI I d ad (.I less I1 o\v the coope r'i t ive \vi I I: 

LS Ass i i  re i t li as ad cq LI  a t e tec Ii 11 o I og i ca I ca 13 a 13 i I i tics to 
s i I 1) por t tariffs, 
Jntioduce r3te acl.justments at  a time that \\; i l l  have the 
least imp;i~t on consrimcrs, 

B Explain the cooperative's rate strategy to lie)' audiences, 
Pa I5111 p o \ \ ~ c l ~  consil mers to manage ellel gy usage to 

minimize their hi Ils a i d  
@ I'rovide foi. timely icviciv and ieiiioii of rate schedules. 

! A sound iritc implement~itioii 
p lan  helps achieve 

of and positi\ c iesponse 
to rate changes. I t  also 
i m p i  ovcs me m bc I 
sat i s fac cion \vi t h  the 
coopeiiitive. I t  shoiilti 
fos tc I m e Ill bc r 
understanding of the 
cooperati\ e's stiategics 

mc I l l  1 x 1  acccptance 

Prinled 8/2009 



for the energy industries 
__ - - --I - _ _  - . . 

Board Needs to Know 
This two part series is a reprint of an article which 
was first published in Management Quarterly in 2005. 
As cooperatives face the increasingly challenging task 
of developing and maintaining a meaningful rate 
policy, we thought it would be appropriate to revisit 
the basic knowledge required by Boards to make 
good decisions. 

No issue facing a cooperative 
board is more complex and yet more 
important than its oversight of the 
developnient of effective retail rate 
policies. No one likes to raise rates. 
And no one likes sitting in a dark 
board rooni staring at a glowing 
projection screen full of row after 
row of numbers. Cooperative board 

input froin all disciplines within tlie 
cooperative, including: accounting, 
ciistomer service, liuinan resources, 
engineering, operations and 
nianagement. As the policy-setting 
entity and, in some states the rate 
setting entity, the board is well 
served to have a solid understanding 
of the breadth, if not the detailed 

members are 
no exception; 
yet they niust 
gain a basic 
understanding 
of how proposed 
rates are 
developed. So 
how does today’s 
cooperative 
iiianager 
determine tlie 
appropriate level 
of involveiiient by the board which 
enables effective decision making 
without an inforination overload that 
can lead to loss of understanding or 
even paralysis in  the late changing 

financial intricacies of the issues. 
The board also serves as a key 
communications conduit between 
the cooperative and the membei-ship 

Every board member at a 

’ GUERNSEY 

ocus 
Rate Design - What the 
Board Needs to Know 

How does today‘s cooperative 
manager determine the appropriate 
level of involvement by the board 
which enables effective decision 
making without overload that can 
lead to loss of understanding or even 
paralysis in the rate 
changing process? 

Rate Design Modifications 
that Encourage Efficiency 

The Energy Independence and 
Security Act of 2007 (EISA) contains 
the requirement for certain qualiwing 
cooperatives to consider four new 
PURPA standards. 

Three Best Practices for 
Securing Your SCADA 
Environment and Meeting 
NERC CIP Requirements 

The CIP requirements encompass 
eight specific standards. Each 
standard includes significant 
challenges with respect to achieving 
and maintaining compliance. 

GUERNSEY Seminars 
Rates and Cost of Service 

September 23-24, 2009 
Oklahoma City, Okla. 

October 27-28, 2009 
Orlando, Fla. 

Visit our Web site for more 
information and to register: 
www. chguernse y .  corn/seminar 

.. . 

instead of just the energy charge?” 
process? cooperative iiiipleiiienting a “Why did tlie rates for residential 

rate increase has no doubt heard 
varies from system to system. questions like these from tlie 
However, given the potential meiiibers they represent: “Why 
impact on meiiibers, development are you raising my rates?” “Why 
of properly designed rates requires did YOU raise lily customer charge 

Experience suggests the answer custoniers go up five percent while 
rates for irrigation customers went 
lip seven ~xxent?” Trustees wlio 

see Rate Design On page 2. 



Design 
cont. from page I .  I I 

understand industry trends and have 
a basic understanding of the rationale 
behind the rate design and the process 
of setting rates can more effectively 
answer these questions. 

The Rate Change Process 
The rate change process generally 

begins as a result of any number of 
factors. They include 
* a recognized deterioration in the 

system’s financial indicators 
0 a change in the wholesale cost of 

power 
e response to competitive pressure 
0 response to environmental and/or 

energy efficiency concerns 
* response to a special contract rate 

request from a member. 

Whether tlie cooperative is conducting 
a complete review of its rates, 
developing a special contract rate for 
a particular customer or preparing 
energy efficiency, time of use, demand 
response or other special rates; the 
standard process of rate development 
is essentially the same. 

Standing at the beginning of a 
rate design project and gazing out 
over the landscape of the infoilnation 
to be reviewed, analyzed and 
transformed into a meaning report 
can be overwlielining. One way for 
a distribution cooperative board to 
“wrap its anns around” the process 
is to break it down into five distinct 
steps: 

I .  Deterinine the overall system revenue 

2. Develop the class revenue requirements 

3. 

4. CY 

5. Monitor and analyze ongoing 

requirement 

iP) 

peifonnance 

2 

Development of Overall 
Revenue Requirement 

The board’s role in the rate 
analysis process is to balance 
two sometimes conflicting duties. 
This is an essential and often 
challenging role that cooperative 
directors must assume: The first 
duty is to meet the cooperative’s 
financial objectives and maintain 
satisfactory financial ratios. The 
second duty is to iniiiiniize tlie 
impact of costs to members by 
providing the lowest reasonable 
rates. If rates are set too low, tlie 
cooperative risks not meeting lender 
iiiortgage requirements, experiencing 
decreased cash levels and declining 
equity levels. If rates are too high, 
the cooperative risks consumer 
unrest and noncompetitive rates. The 
task before the board is to balance 
the two competing objectives in 
determining the cooperative’s overall 
revenue requ ireinen t. 

Setting Rates - Do You 
Know the Steps? 

The first step in the development 
of the overall system revenue 
requirement is determining tlie 
appropriate level of margin. The 
financial criteria required to define 
the level of margin is based on 
each individual board’s objectives 
associated with: 
* Equity Management Plan 
0 Capital Credit Refiind Policy 
* General Funds L,evel Objective 
0 Coverage Ratio Required 

by Lenders 
There is a margin requirement 

associated with each criterion noted 
above. I t  is critical for the board to 
understand tlie relationship between 
these objectives when deterinining 
the overa I I revenue requ i reinen t. 
The board cannot focus on a single 
financial objective; it must consider 
all objectives and how they interact. 
For exa nip I e, when consider i ti g the 

equity level established in the equity 
management plan, it is imperative 
that the board be mindful of the 
effect that equity level has on the 
overall revenue requirement. As 
investment in new plant increases, 
the required margin to maintain a 
specific equity percentage level also 
increases. If growth in plant is not 
also accompanied by a sufficient 
increase in sales it can be a real 
challenge to maintain the equity 
objective without an increase in 
rates. The equity objective also 
detennines the level of debt to 
be incurred by the cooperative. 
This directly impacts the level of 
debt service payments which in 
turn affects the system’s financial 
coverage ratios. In addition, the 
rotation of capital credits affects the 
level of cash reserves, which also 
affects equity levels and tiltiinately 
the cooperative’s over all revenue 
requirement. 

A capital planning model 
or financial forecast prepared 
by staff and management are 
valuable tools in the evaluation 
of the overall system revenue 
requirement. The results of these 
types of analysis enable the board 
to see the relationship between 
their financial goals and anticipated 
system performance as tliose goals 
are iniplemented during the next 
three to five years. The board should 
be presented with a clear view of 
the big picture with regard to the 
cooperative’s financial objectives, 
ho\v the system will achieve those 
objectives and how those objectives 
impact rates. 

and monitoring policy is the board’s 
primary responsibility, it is also 
important that directors have a 
working knowledge of tlie rate 

While developing, evaluating 

change process. 
Dnaid Heilsick 



Rate Desi h 
Encourage EfFiciency 
While it is important to create rate designs which encourage efficiency 
it is equally important to minimize the impact 011 members. 

The Energy Independence 
and Security Act of 2007 (EISA) 
contains the requirement for 
certain qualifying cooperatives 
to consider four new PURPA 
standards. One of the standards 
encourages consideration of rate 
design modifications that encourage 
efficiency investments. To comply 
with this provision cooperatives 
are to remove any “throughput 
incentive” and create rate designs 
which promote energy efficiency 
for all rate classes. There has been 
much discussion lately about what 
these provisions mean and how best 
to accomplish these provisions. 

cost Der kWh to serve 
declined. That was tlie 
environment that existed 
when excess generation 
capacity was available 
but not so now. Today, 
additional consumption, 
particularly at peak 

. - _ .  
periods ok time, 
typically increases tlie 
generation capacity 
cost. To encourage efficiency and 
conservation, many cooperatives 
are modifying tlie pricing 
signal provided to members by 
eliminating declining block rates 
and replacing them with flat rates 
or even inclining block rates. 

What is a “throughput 
i n ce n t i ve ? ” 

structure encourages a member to 
consume energy. The most typical 

A throughput incentive in a rate have a disincentive 
to  promote energy 
efficiency? 

The Residential rate at most 
cooperatives does not recover all 
of the fixed costs of providing 

example is tlie declining block rate. 
A declining block rate has a higher 
charge per kWh for the initial 
block and a 
progressively 
lower charges 
per kWh for 
reniaining 
block(s). 
This rate 
design has 
been common 
among 
cooperatives 
over tlie 
past thirty 
years. In  addition to promoting 

design correctly recognized that as 
consuniption increased the capacity 

and prepare bills 
use, declining block rate and all other activities related to 

providiiig service do not go down 
if energy usage 

situation creates a disincentive 
for the cooperative with respect 
to promoting energy efficiency 
activities. To the extent that kWh 
consumption is reduced as a result 
of successful energy efficiency 
programs, most cooperatives lose 
the ability to recover fixed costs 

service in the custonier 
charge component. 
The energy charge 
component of the 
rate is higher tlian 
necessary iii order 
to recover the fixed 
costs not recovered i n  
tlie customer charge. 
B LI t the coo peia t i ve ’s 
costs to maintain line 
and equipment, trim 
trees, read meters 

within the energy charge. 
Why does the cooperative 

Solutions 
The best way to deal with this 

problem is to increase the fixed 
charge component of tlie rate. 
Eliminating the declining block 
rate and increasing tlie ciistonier 
charge are two exaniples of rate 
design i n  od i fi c a t i o n s that lie 1 p 
to promote energy efficiency 
while reducing the cooperative’s 
financial disincentive to do so. I t  
seems that these would be simple 
solutions except that both of these 
rate design changes can create 
significant increases for i nd i v id 11 a I 
members. While it  is important 
to create rate designs wliicli 
encourage efficiency it is equally 
important to carefiilly consider 
the impact on meinbers. C B  
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est practices for 
Your I T  Environment 

The North American Electric 
Reliability Council (NERC) first 
issued the voluiitaiy Critical 
Infiastructure Protection (CIP) Cybei 
Security Standards to safeguard 
electrical systems in 2003. In 2006, 
the Federal Energy Regulatoiy 
Coinmission (FERC) approved the 
Security and Reliability standards 
proposed by NERC, making the 
ClP Cyber Security Standards 
mandatoiy and enforceable across 
all users, owners and operators of 
the bulk-power system throughout 
North America. Enforcenient 
provisions include on-site and off- 
site compliance atidits, random spot 
checks, investigations, detennitiation 
of violations, mitigation plans 
and substantial fines of up to $1  

million per day per infraction for 
violators. The ClP requirenients 
enconipass eight specific standards as 
shown in Table 1. 

Each standard includes significant 
challenges with respect to achieving 
and maintaining compliance. Three 
key best practices for ensuring NERC 
CIP compliance include: 

I .  Defense in Depth Strategy: 
Defense in Depth is a strategy lo 
defend a system against various 
attacks using several, vaiying 
methods. While iiiost organizations 
tend to gravitate toward technology 
for this defense, the liuman element 
is often disregarded. Policies and 
procedures are critical to an efficient, 
effective and secure information 
technology environment. 

I Table 1 - Eight Staridards I 

I I I 

2. Gateway Firewall: 
Gateway firewalls are technical 
controls that traditionally (1) 
prevent or limit an attack, or 
(2) detect and monitor the IT 
environment. Not only should you 
eiis~ire proper configuration and 
installation of these devices, but 
ensure that they log to a centralized 
repository and are regularly reviewed 
for signs of anomalous behavior. 

3. Backup and Disaster 
Recovery Plans: Wiile the 
scope of a data-backup strategy 
and the selection of technologies 
are of obvious importance, less 
obvious is the critical role of 
testing and exercising the data 
backup and recovery plan. Be sure 
to periodically test and exercise 
yoirr plan. Doing so can reveal 
unexpected gaps in a plan, such 
as trying to recover data stored in 
obsolete foiinats and inaccessibility 
oftlie off-site storage facility. 

The coi-rect combination 
of procedures, technology and 
recovery planning will enable your 
organization to favorably position 
their cotiipliance efforts as well as 
provide real-world protection for 
your critical infiashuchire. CS 

Jeralrf Daiolcirzs, PliD 
jerr7lrf .rfaic~kir15~!i~~/erl~~~ifnlseci/  r i t ! / . ( -~i / /  
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No issue facing a coopeel.ative 
boa1.d is mor'e complex a n d  
yet iiiore important than its 
oversight of i-he development 
of effective retail rate policies 
147 hi I e d eve 1 o 1-3 i  n g, e \I a 1 u a tin g a 11 d 
monitoring policy is the board's 
prini;iry respniisibility, i t  is also 
i i i i p ~ ~ i - a ~ i i -  tha t  directors have a 
w o r l ~ i ~ i g  Imowledge of tlie rate 
change pi.ocess. Developing the 
systeiii revenue I ~ L I  irement is 
like taking a typical cooperative 
income statement and turning i t  
upside down.  Once the iequireci 
lc?vel !if margin is deteimined, the 
rei'eii u. e req 11 i  rem en i ca I c LI la tion 
ploceeds h-om the boi-tom ol the 
income statement io [lie iop Using 

ioi-ical tn~el\;e-i~iontIi tesi ~ rea i - ,  
and  iliaiiageilieiit icleniify 

(1-1 e 1.: now ii a n  i l  mea s LI I-ah1 e 
;I i! j 1-1 P t 111 e11 Is i-crr 
iiiieresi e : ; p ~ " ~ i ~ e  aiIC1 i101i-opei.aiing 
ncii\riiies. 1-liese items are then 
nc!c!eil io Lhc reqt!ii-ec?. m21gin 
tc!i dei-eimii-~e the ciiiei'a11 s \ s tem 
1 w e n  ue i q  LI i iwiieii t 

i i 11s ex !:,c 11. 

D ete r r ' r i  i 13 a t  i on of C: I ass 
Rev (2 i? I i e Re q u i tee 177 e i l  t s 

The second stel:, in the 
dei~elopineiii of rates is the 
tr! e tei-iii i 11 a ii on of cl ass rev eii u e 
reqiiii emelits - cletcermiiiiiig ii 

each rate class is  pulling its own 
[vei ght  ." This is accom p1 islied 
tliimugh a cost of sei,vice study 
While the cooperative's stalf is 
t y pi c a 11 y in 11 01 v ecl i n de t a  i 1 ed 
trle~~elopment of the cost of service 
s tudy,  it is important for the 
hoarcrl to have an unclerstaiicling 
of the process. 

The purpose of tlie cost of 
service s tudy  is to determine 
the level of margin p ~ ~ ~ d u c e d  L q r  

each rate class under existing 
rate schedules a n d  to  calculate 
the req~i i red  change in I-eveiiue 
lo1 each rate class based on 
t h e prop o s e d o IF e 1.a 11 sy s te ii1 

reveiiue requiremeiiI. This is 
a c cc o iii I:, I is li e ci L? y d e 11 e I o p i 17 g 
1.x rieii i-a gc a I  1 oc;r7 i i o i7 s to spread 
the p! a n t  i 1-1 vcs inlei1 t i.eq u i i d  

i o  seii'e each  class, along vvitli 
;? s s o c i a t e c? ex L? e i i  s e s 

No issue facing a cooperative board 
is more complex and yet more 
important than its oversight or' the 
development of effective retail 
rate policies. 

Conservation and environmental 
m u e s  require special 
cons/derac/on WV/Je/i developng 
wholesale rate srructures 

0 is tr ib u bo n coop era tives ni a 
De interested in rating services 
n7ethodolog y. 

SEY SenTiapars 
See inside for details of upcoming 
seniinar dates. 

tha 17 de  v e 1 oping cost a I 1 oca ti o lis 
based up011 assumptions and 
nietliocrts intenc!ed to achieve a 
predeteriiiined outcome. If the 
coopei,ai-i\~e's rates are regulated 
by a state utility commission, the 
~~iethoclology is pi.edetermined 
I f  i-lie coopra t ive  is exempt from 
c01ii mi ssi on reg u 1 a t  i on, i t shou 1 d 
use the same basic inei!iodology as 
if  i t  were i,egulated. 111 either rase, 



CUCIZNSL'Y Cnci CUCIZNSL'Y Cnci 

~ _ _ _  

to determine tlie appropriaie class 1 to determine tlie appropriaie class 
eon%. froma &?age 1. revenue requirement ancl thus tlie 

level of iiitei&~ss subsidy that will 
exist in tlie proposed rate design. 

For rate regulated tlie cooperative has a result that is 
defensible in the event of questioiis cooperatives, the standard 
or challenges from members or other approach wecl by state utility 
power suppliers. coiiiiii issi on s iil the d ev el o 1-7 men t 

The board of cliiwtors should of tlie class revenue requirements 
have a realistic assessiiient of tlie is to iiiove tlie rate of return for 
cost to serve each rate class and each class toward the system 
tha t  should be yresented in a well average. The goal is to eliminate 
prep a l.ecl ana 1 y s i s I A properly subsidies by requiring that all 
prepared cost of service S ~ L I C ~ Y  classes have the same rate oi 
provi d es tlie i n foim a t i  911 tlie return Ove1. time, the class rates 
board neec!s to of return are 
cleteriiiine the equalized 
a p p ro p ri a te '' ~ ~ ~ * f c f Q ~ ~  shoU.ld /TaZre Missing fimiii 

- . .. .,.I- /J 

" 
in rates for 
in el i TI i d u a I ra te 

example, the 
stud 1;' might in serving 
slio~,v that, while tlie coopeiative as ciifferent classes of consumers 
a whole requires a 3'% rate increase, Foard inembers should not 
tlie residential rate class 1-equires ignore tlie concept of risk wlien 
a 5 %  increase and the large power d eter m in i iig tlie i n cl i vid u a I 
class requires a reduction to ineel the class revenue requirements as 
syst-em average rate 01' return. The providing service to certain classes 
boarel in tliis exaiiiple must caref'ully of C O I I S U I ~ ~ ~ E  is iiilierentl)~ more 
weigh the disparity between tlie risky than others. For example, 
classes wliile balancing member and certain coiiiimercial accoL1iits 
financial impact. are far more risky to serve 

The suii~iiiai'y of the cost of tliaii a residential loac!. Solile 
service s tudy  sliould clearly S I I O M ~  cooperatives, for example, serve 
tlie level of mal gins earned from customers whose o1-7erations 
each rate class. Some mi-e classes will are tiependent on go\ierjiiiient 
p i~vic le  Iiigliei~ rates of retui'n than policy - such as  etliaiiol faciliiies 
the system average while others will or coal-bed methane facilities 
vielcl lower rates of re turr~ Typical!y, t ha t  have a liiiiite~l life. Tlie high 
for cooperatives, lai ge 
c o n i  mercial ancl i 17 c! us tri a 1 
cli~isses yield liiglier mi-es 
o i  retuim thaii i~sident ia l  
o i '  genera1 sei.vice classes. 
This i s  riot Lii~cOiili~lni? T i  

c-gi subsidy io exist aliio11g 
iate classes. This is one of 
the Ice); issues ihe boai c! 
ii1~1si consider i\llien setting 
in cl i v i  cl u a 1 class re ve 11 LI e 
iquireiiieiits Tlie boFii.il 
sliould focus on the level oi' 
tiiargiil pi.oduceiI each 
rate class aric! tlie resnli-iiig 
iilagiiiiucle of subsidy that 
exisk The l i o a i  cl's iasl< is 

f f  levels o; risk 
ass ci in  e cl 

C I ~ S S ~ S  Foi- 
... 

is ~ ~ ~ ] ~ i c ? l l  fok sC-Jme d(?g]"ce 

levels of plant ii-~rrestmeiit that  
are often required for such loads, 
coupled with the high levels of 
revenue from these commercial 
co~isumers ,  create a higher 
p t e i i t i a l  for loss should tlie 
cons uiiier substantia 11 y re cl u ce 
consumption or leave the system. 
As the risk of serving such 
consumei~s increases, the board 
should consider a higher rate of 
return for this rate class in order 
io protect otliei. members. 

Perhaps the most important 
single concept for tlie board to 
grasp is tha t  a n y  cost of service 
study slioulc! be viewed as  a 
tool for use in dc?termiiiing rate 
levels for individual classes, 
not a roadmap to be followled 
bl i 1-1 d 1 y . The bo a r d sh o 1.1 I el a 1 TV a 3 7  s 
consic!er the impact on coiis~iiiiei~s 
in clecidiiig 1 ate levels. Tlie cost 
of service analysis will ideiitii). 
ex i s t i  i i  g s 1.1 bs i d i e s be tw ee 1-1 ra te 
classes that should be carefully 
scrut-iiiizecl. Often, the justifiable 
correction of tliese subsidies is 
o i  such magniiucle that a one- 
time rate change ~ r o u l d  be o\~erIy 
bui.deilsonie on the members in 
the affect-eel rate classes. Boai d 
members are rightly sensitive to 
d i e  possible iinpact on member's 
bills and must weigh tlie results 
of the cost of service study 
against the impact on consu~iiers  
of possible rate changes w!mi 
c! e t e r iii i 1-1 in g c 1 ass rev en u e 
iequireliieiits 

D/7i)id IdCdJ'iCk 
iin~,id.lrcrll"icl;Qd?sller.llsey. i O l J 7  



or capacity cost of generaiing aid 
ixuisiiuiting power is actmlly 
being recovered tlu o-ctgh vvliolesale 
energy charges as opposed to 
demand charges. For wholesale 
suppliers whose rates include tilt, i i  
is important to consider how it will 

11% tl-reory, i4711olesale rate design sliodd be fairly 
straightforward a i d  coi-~siderably less complex tlran 
designi17g retail rates. But is it? 

conseiisus building to develop 
ageeahle rates for all stalteliolders. 

Load manageiiieiit, 01- load 
conh-o!, is often encouraged tlimugli 
ci demand rate pieing signal" Tlie 
intent is not to reduce load, but  
shift i t  from one hour to another. 
Tlie coiisuiiiei Instituting loac! 
control clesires to iiiiiumize its bill 
If a si-ippliei. has muliiple demand 
charges wi th  tlie same billing units 
(e.g., pi~oductioii demand and 
ti~ansmission), tlien a conti~ollecl load 
avoids all o i  i-hose rates The customer 
i i i  tlus case has recSucec! its j30147er cost 
Lar 1uol'e ilia11 
tlie ivliole~ale 
supplier has 

recover its demand costs as end-use 
customers conserve energy 

Althougli GHG le~slatioii 
is currently being debated in the 
Senate, the cost i i i p c t s  of tlie 
\Vaxmai-Ma~lcey bill a p p ~ ~ e d  
by the House are being e\~aluatec! 
iiationwide. Under IVaxinai- 
h/iarl:ey, utiljties as a \vIiole ivill 
noi :-ecen7e sufficient c?llowaiices 
to cover their GI-TG emissions 
penalties \Nii!i [.lie expected 
increased costs clue to GI-IG 
emissions peiialties, the wholesale 
supplier must consider cost recoveiy 
in its rate clesign Tlie suppliei~ is 

liliely to recover 

. -. 

in ~ecluced h o u g l i  either 
mai.giiis The pricing- sig77.m seazf, D 2 its base rates 
wIio!esale 

7 I f  

01 its power 
cost adjtisilnent 
(PCA). Most 

PCAs are designed to i~ecover 
changes iii fuel and pt.ircIiasec1 
pou7er cosis aiid i~\~ouIc! reci~iire 
modification i-o include GJ-IG costs 
From the suyi:iliei 'S sbndpoini, 
this is lilcely to be a inore iavoi ahle 
alierimiive. I f  these cosis 2l"e not 
recovered tliro~~gh the PCA, tlieii 
it cord(-! lead to more iiecpc11i 
clianges to tht! wlinlesale j:~i-o\:iciei's 
base rates if tile CIHG cosi; \WJ, 

significanilji h~on-i yeni- io  i.'ear 
\Yiih the iluiiibri. (-1; issues 

a ssocia tecl 1s i t l i  w l-io1 esale 1 2  ie 
c-!esign iiicieasiiig, i i  heccmes 
iiiore iiiiporiani to evniuate ilie 
iate signal sent L-y die G&T to 
its clistribution C O O ~ I  nii\ie aiic:i 
iiieiiilm. C O I ~ L ; L I I ~ ~ C ~ ' .  The c l i a l l e ~ i ~ ~  
ai- the ~ h ~ l ~ ~ a l e  suppliei. level is 
to be miiiclful o f  these issues while 
iiiaintaining a fail, balaiice of cost 
recovery aiiioiig i is 1-11eii1liei.s a- 



lHo~wevei~, i t  is \voitIi a review 
as  the inipact on generation and  
transmission (GGT) cooperative 
I-atitigs resulting from one agency's 
meihodology may influence tlie 
\vay we think of the relationship 
beiweeii the distribution 
c o o l ~ e i ~ t i v e  meinbei.'s fiiiaiicial 
inanagement and  the assigned 
c i w d i t  risk of its G&T 

Investors Sewice publisliecl 
updates io iis nietliodolog!: 
fraiiie\voi-I; i n  assessing the 
ci-eclii risk oi  1J.S Elfchic C&T 
CQ (3 11 c i a ti v es h4o o cl y ' s cre SI i i- 
ra t i n 2 a 1-1 a 1 c i s e:; a 111 in es fi ve 

I n  Deceiiibei. 2009, Ivioody's 

l a c  tors ivlien el t?teriiiin i ng 
eilii\iTc)i.i.liiliess ~ l :  a G&T. 

The i ie iv fl-aiiielvorl; includes 
iiloc!iiici!iio~is ti., each of tlic iive 

inc lustry chal!ciiges" as \vel1 i?s 

''simplil:;,~ the rating iiiet!ioclc?log~~ " 

[vi r)ocl y ' s p u I:# 1 i shed i i-s 13 I-oce el u res 
oi analyziiig the credit risk oi' GGT 
cooperatives to "1rti'ovide i i i o i ~  
traiisparenc) for issuers, invesioi s 
ili-lcl othei iiitwested parties to 
assess credit risk i o ]  the sector." 

io "lieitei refleci 

agency coniinues io assign the 
highest weiglitii-ig io ilie G&T's 
3-j:ear average financial metrics 
including TIER, DSC, funds 
from operations covering inieresi 
and debt, and equity as a percent 
of capitalization. 

With 1iiudi of the focus on 
the power supplier, t~isi~ibutioti 
coopera lives iwiiain interested 
in the methodology coni~il~utiiig 
to their G&T's raii~ig" According 
1.0 I?4<>ocifs, SGT 111~111t c ~ i c d  

ecluii-?iiieiit are ~:aluc.d a t  9i3ii 
billion ilollai~s i i r i t l i  expected 
addiiions over the next five yei!r.c; 
of approximately $8 billioii. As 

challenges in the near tei.iii, a 
C6rT's abiliiy to access capiia! 
ivill lrte iniegral to mrcting i l i ~ s e  
challenges. The fiiiancial health oi 
i-he ciisiribntioii iiieiiibc~. ivill tx  a 
ceiiti~al pari of theii G&T's credit 
mtijig aiid aL7ilit)T io access low- 
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S SECOND INFORMATION REQUEST 
CASE NO 201 1-00037 

Question: 

Refer to the response to Item 3.a. of Staffs First Request. Explain whether the 

fact that Owen’s proposed rates do not always follow the underlying rates of its wholesale 

power supplier, East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc., puts Owen at some financial risk. 

Response: 

Owen does have some financial risk when it does not follow its wholesale power 

supplier’s underlying rates by having fewer on-peak hours than its wholesale power 

supplier, East Kentucky Power Cooperative (“EKPC). However, Owen feels that this risk 

is very minimal. Owen has reviewed its load profile for its Schedule I, Farm and Home 

rate and for its Small Commercial rate and feels very confident about the times it has 

selected as on-peak and off-peak. Other EKPC members have Time-of-Day rates with 

hours different from EKPC’s hours. 

Owen is attempting to provide rate options to its members that allow them the 

ability to better manage their electric bill consistent with their lifestyle. 
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S SECOND INFORMATION REQUEST 
CASE NO 201 1-00037 

Refer to the response to Item 5 of Staffs First Request. Owen states that the rate design 

in this case has taken considerable time to process, educate and finalize with Owen’s 

board of Directors. 

a. Question: 

Since Owen’s board members are likely more familiar with the electric utility 

industry and electric utility rates than its member-owners, explain how Owen plans to 

educate and inform its members as to the reasons for its changes in rates, and 

communicate to its members how to determine the effect of the changes on their bills. 

a. Response: 

The majority of time spent developing this rate design case consisted of 

Owen management personnel developing various rate options, finalizing the smart grid 

pilot projects, and crafting a comprehensive communication and education plan. While 

it did take several months to complete this process, once the initiatives were finalized and 

presented to the board, Owen’s board easily understood, and approved the plan within a 

short amount of time. Owen would agree that currently its board is more familiar with 

the electric utility industry and electric utility rates that the average member/owner. 

Owen’s board, however, consists of elected members of the Cooperative and represents 

a cross section of the membership, and we believe that the communication and education 

plan is adequate to effectively educate and inform the membership of the proposed rate 

design options and choices. 

Owen will engage in education and communications efforts to provide 

information on rate design strategies and rate options available on an ongoing basis. 

The message of rate choices will be explained and advocated via billing inserts, 

newsletter articles, community meetings and other forums. The goal is for the member to 

become interested and contact the Cooperative to obtain information from a trained CSR. 

At this point the CSR will discuss the rate choices and direct the member to a rate best 

suited to their usage pattern. Later, a more targeted approach will be used where 

members who best fit the rate options will receive direct mailings catered towards a 

specific optional rate. A rates website page will also be developed and utilized to 
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S SECOND INFORMATION REQUEST 
CASE NO 201 1-00037 

introduce Owen’s rate choices and will incorporate easy to follow narratives and 

illustrations of each rate. 

For additional details pertaining to how Owen Electric plans to educate its 

member-owners, please refer to Exhibit 14 (Education and Communications Plan) in our 

original rate application (201 1-00037). 

b. Question: 

Explain whether Owen has discussed its proposed rate changes in focus 

groups, or in other meetings with members. 

b. Response: 

Owen has not discussed its proposed rate changes with member focus 

groups. The rate changes were introduced and presented at Owen Electric’s 201 1 annual 

membership meeting. Additionally, Owen’s proposed rate changes have been discussed 

with various groups (Le. civic clubs, community groups, professional associations 

etc ...) and the response has been favorable. The Time of Day rates will be featured in 

our smart home pilot and the results (member acceptance, rate impact on energy usage 

and overall bill amount) will be analyzed. Owen’s plan is to utilize the members who are 

participating in the smart grid pilots as a “focus group” to provide feedback, help the 

cooperative evaluate and modify existing programs, and develop new programs and 

offerings, if needed. 
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S SECOND INFORMATION REQUEST 
CASE NO 201 1-00037 

Refer to the response to Item 8 of Staffs First Request. 

a. Question: 

Explain the rating given to the “DSM” method in comparison to those give 

to the “Cost of Service” method, paying particular attention to the high level of simplicity, 

transparency, understandability, and equity ascribed to the “Cost of Service” method as 

opposed to the “DSM” method. 

a. Response: 

In regards to simplicity, the DSM surcharge method is more complex than the cost 

of service method as a result of two main factors. 

The first is the true up adjustment. The cost of service method requires no true up 

because the costs are recovered in rates as the costs are incurred. Estimates of costs 

are not required nor are justifications for variances from the estimated expenses. As a 

result, the true up process required by the DSM surcharge is much more time consuming, 

may result in more rate volatility, and is much more complicated than the much simpler 

cost of service method. 

A second complexity of the DSM surcharge is engineering estimates of lost 

revenues. In the cost of service model, revenues associated with customer related costs 

are not lost and therefore there is no need to estimate recovery. Any other lost revenues 

are assumed minimal to the distribution cooperative at the retail level. The process of 

estimating lost revenue is significant, complex, debatable, and can be contested by 

experts from many different perspectives and positions. It is much simpler to avoid the 

need to estimate lost revenues by proactively adjusting to accurate cost of service rates 

thereby eliminating the need to recover lost revenues. 
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S SECOND INFORMATION REQUEST 
CASE NO 201 1-00037 

In regards to transparency, we are referring to the degree to which the method is 

easily understood and communicated, thereby building trust with our members. The 

DSM surcharge, as establish above, is more complicated, requiring a billing true up 

process that can produce rates swings, requiring rate experts to estimate lost revenues 

and who may publically disagree over the accuracy of the calculations. 

All of the above leads to a complexity that is difficult to communicate, that is not 

easily understood, can lead to mistrust or lack of faith in the fairness of the process, and as 

a result is not transparent. The cost of service method is simple, easy to understand, 

easily verified, and as a result extremely transparent. 

In regards to cost recovery we found no significant advantage of one method to the 

other. As noted above, however, the cost of service method is a much simpler and 

straight forward approach to cost recovery utilizing fewer estimates and true up 

mechanisms. 

In regards to flexibility we believe the cost of service method allows us to more 

quickly adjust to member needs and new technology. The DSM surcharge mechanism 

requires a hearing every six (6) to twelve (12) months while the need for a hearing in the 

cost of service method is on an as needed basis. As with the FAC and the Environmental 

Surcharge mechanisms, the opportunities for revisions to the DSM programs will tend to 

correspond with the hearing dates, as a result flexibility will be reduced to a predetermined 

timeline as opposed to the needs of the member participants. 

In regards to regulatory approval, the DSM surcharge was given a rating of 

five (5 )  because it is an existing process being utilized by Investor Owned Utilities in the 

state and is well defined and understood by the Commission. The Cost of Service method 

was given a score of four (4) because, although this methodology was advanced by Owen 

in PSC Case No. 2008-00154 and referenced by the Commission in their order in that 

Case as an option along with the DSM Surcharge mechanism, it is an approach that has 

not yet received regulatory approval. 
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In regards to Equity, we view the cost of service method as superior to a DSM 

surcharge for several reasons. First and foremost a customer charge of $11.70 is far 

below Owen's customer related costs of $27.66. This mismatch means that over 50% of 

customer related charges are recovered in the energy charge. If one member greatly 

reduces energy consumption by 15%, they in effect shift recovery of their fair share of the 

consumer related costs to another member. Cost of service rate design is the only 

means to ensure an equitable rate structure for all members. 

Secondly, we likewise believe that the cost of service method more fairly provides 

the member making an effort to reduce energy consumption with their actual energy 

savings. Applying the DSM surcharge with a customer charge of $1 1.70 per meter in the 

first step overpays the energy efficiency achiever, then in a second step takes some of the 

savings back with an engineering estimated lost revenue charge dovetailed into a DSM 

surcharge. Our solution proposes to proactively allocate costs accurately upfront and 

avoid the complexity and debate of estimating lost revenue. 

Thirdly, a DSM surcharge charges everyone within a rate class for all DSM costs 

within the rate class whether they participate in the DSM program or not. It also does not 

allow disaggregation and market segmentation within the rate class. It treats the rate 

class as a homogenous group, all alike, with the same wants and needs. With cost of 

service rates, coupled with a tariff specifically targeted toward a market segment within a 

rate class, the cooperative is easily able to allocate the cost of a program to the members 

who benefit from the optional tariff. Several excellent examples of this approach are the 

prepay meter tariff presently in place Jackson Energy, and the How $mart KY tariff 

program presently in place at cooperatives in Kentucky, South Carolina, and Kansas. 

Owen is considering using the same approach to implement Smart Home and Beat the 

Peak programs system wide should the pilots prove to be cost effective. 
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S SECOND INFORMATION REQUEST 
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In regards to implementing Owen Electric’s energy innovation strategy, due to the 

above reasoning it is Owen’s belief that cost of service rates where the customer charge 

adequately but not completely recovers the customer related expenses provides Owen 

Electric’s members superior fairness, flexibility, transparency, understanding, and 

simplicity. 

b. Question: 

The last sentence in the response reads, “We believe the cost of service method 

offers members superior fairness and equity.. . because it allocates costs accurately 

thereby removing cross subsidies and inequity in rates between members: Explain 

whether any of Owen’s rate classes are currently subsidizing other rate classes and if so, 

whether Owen is addressing the subsidization in this case. 

b. Response: 

Based upon Owen’s last rate case 2008-00054 the rates of return varied, and did 

indicate cross subsidies between member classes. Using a gradualism approach as 

embraced by the Commission we will work to reduce the cross subsidies between 

member classes over a realistic time frame. Owen is not, however, attempting to address 

this issue in this revenue neutral filing. In this particular rate filing, our goal is to only 

address the inadequate recovery of consumer related costs in our customer charge for our 

Farm & Home and Small Commercial classes. 
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S SECOND INFORMATION REQUEST 
CASE NO 201 1-00037 

Question 1 

Refer to the response to Item 9 of Staffs First Request. If the customer 

charge is equal to the full distribution cost to serve and the energy charge exceeds the 

wholesale cost per kWh, explain whether a throughput incentive still exists. 

Response: 

If the customer charge provides for the full distribution revenue requirements, then 

the energy charge should be equal to the wholesale cost per kWh. In this situation, if the 

energy charge is greater than the wholesale cost per kWh, then a throughput incentive 

does exist. In this proposal, Owen is not seeking full recovery of its customer related 

costs through its customer charge nor is it seeking any distribution demand related costs 

through its customer charge. 
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OWEN ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 

RESPONSE TO COMMISSION STAFF’S SECOND INFORMATION REQUEST 
CASE NO 201 1-00037 

Question: 

Refer to page 2 of the response to Item 10 of Staffs First Request. Provide a brief 

description of each of the five potential future services and products listed on the page. 

Response: 

How $mart Kentuckv on bill financing - In PSC Case 2010-00089, Jackson Energy 

Cooperative, Grayson RECC, Fleming Mason Energy Cooperative, and Big Sandy RECC 

partnered with MACED to introduce a two year pilot project designed to provide energy 

savings to the member at no upfront cost. The project (I) identifies potential household 

energy systems that can be upgraded to new efficient and less costly systems, (2) 

provides project management and oversight, (3) finances the cost of the project through 

the resulting household energy savings, and (4) assigns the household meter with a fixed 

monthly charge so that the utility can recover the investment. The pilot was developed as 

a tariff option for residential and small commercial rate class members. Ninety percent of 

the electric bill savings are used to cash flow the project while ten percent of the savings 

are returned to the member as an inducement to participate. The project is typically 

financed over 15 years at 3% interest, tied to the electric meter, and secured to the 

homeowners property deed to communicate the on line utility bill obligation to a new 

homeowner. The project template was developed several years ago at Midwest Energy 

in Kansas where it has been very successful, has been similarly developed by South 

Carolina Cooperatives, before being piloted by Kentucky Cooperatives and MACED. We 

have had discussions with fellow Cooperatives, met with MACED, and are investigating 

joining the pilot. No decision has been made at this time. 

Prepay Meterinq - In Case 201 0-0021 0 Jackson Energy developed the first prepay tariff in 

Kentucky and are in the early stages of launching the prepay metering program to their 

members. Our major barrier in moving forward relates to integration issues between 

vendors that must be resolved to enable prepay to work at Owen. 
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At present, our vendors have not indicated when the integration will be in place. We will 

continue to monitor the integration process, will review the results at Jackson Energy and 

other Cooperatives, and will make a decision to deploy or not as the integration becomes 

available. 

Smart Home with TOD or CPP - Based upon prepay cooperative results of 12% energy 

savings (reference Jackson Energy Case 201 0-0021 0) we expect smart home energy 

savings to approach a similar level and possibly exceed the 12% threshold depending on 

the user friendliness of the system. 

The purpose of the Smart Home with TOD project is to put equipment in the 

members’ home that will allow them to monitor and control all major electrical loads and to 

allow the member to have Owen Electric, or another third party, to assist them in this 

endeavor. While the products and services Owen will provide in the future for the Smart 

Home with TOD or Critical Peak Pricing are still under development with our pilot projects, 

key components of the project are: to put as many key tools for managing the members’ 

usage of electricity in their hands as we can, educate them on the benefits of those tools, 
monitor how the members use the system, evaluate the cost benefits of all components, 

share the results with key stakeholders, and finally develop rates and services that will be 

cost effective for our members. 

The proposed member tools are: 

1. Smart thermostat 
2. Water heater control 
3. Smart switch 
4. Smart Appliances - Washer, dryer, stove, dishwasher, refrigerator 
5. A Home management system consisting of a display, communication system to 

all the above devices as well as the meter, software to monitor and control all the 
above devices, associated hardware and communication to the internet so that 
the system can be remotely managed via their phone or have OEC or a third party 
manage their system for them. The communication will also be used for OEC to 
send energy pricing signals or critical data to the member. 

6. Host software at OEC so that our Customer Service Representative can assist 
members, when requested. 

7. Also be able to interface with third parties if the members desired sharing the data 
or having someone else assisting with managing their energy usage. 
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Since this is a new and complex project, Owen proposes splitting 

implementation into four segments. The first segment is to set up the system in two or 

three homes of Owen employees in order to work out the technical details associated with 

the implementation. The second step is to implement the system into about five (5) 

members home in order to develop a member deployment process and get initial 

feedback. The third step is to deploy to 50 to 100 members for 1 to 2 years for full 

monitoring and analysis. In the final phase a costlbenefit analysis will be conducted and 

program development will be done to offer the system to all of our members. 

Some of this technology was very new and was not fully developed so we 

delayed this project as long as possible. The bids received from the seven vendors 

confirm our concerns regarding the initial development of the technology. Only one 

vendor is bidding smart appliances and six are proposing that a third party host all the data 

vs. the homeowner maintaining their own data and only sharing it if they wish. Owen’s 

next step in this process will be to sit down with two or three of the best vendors and either 

negotiate an acceptable solution, or modify the project to make it acceptable. 

Some of the possible products and services Owen could offer as an outcome of 

this project are: 

I .  Energy saving incentive rates that are optimum for members’ life styles with 
maximum energy conservation at no additional cost to all other members. 

2. Educational tools to demonstrate to our members what is available in the market 
for energy conservation equipment and systems and cost benefit analysis on 
them based on other members use of those products. 

3. Provide home area network systems to our members, either with or without a third 
party, similar to the one in the pilot project. 
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Beat the Peak with CPP - Our Beat the Peak Pilot Project launched in April 201 1 without a 

corresponding rate incentive. A TOD rate structure was deemed to be too complicated 

for a do-it-yourself Beat the Peak pilot. Instead a critical peak price rate structure was 

developed consisting of a $25 customer charge, a seven and one half cent ($0.075) off 

peak energy rate, and a twenty-two cent ($0.2288) on peak energy rate with a maximum 

of 120 hours. The rate concept is on hold pending the availability of metering software 

offering such a billing format. 

0 Power Mailing - 0 Power was founded in 2007 on the simple premise that “it’s time to 

engage the 300 million Americans who are in the dark about their energy use”. The 

program offers to get members attention to energy usage by comparing a household’s 

energy use to what is “normal” in their neighborhood. The mailings have proven to be an 

appealing mechanism to grab the members’ attention and motivate action. Studies show 

energy savings in the range of 2%. 

The 0 Power and Beat the Peak options are targeted toward members who do not want a 

home energy network but who instead prefer a more hands on approach. The prepay 

option is more aggressive than either the 0 Power or Beat the Peak options in that it 

provides a prepay system that informs the member of their ongoing energy budget 

balance as well as the rate of energy consumption. The prepay option is a home energy 

budgeting tool. Our smart home option is again another step up the proactive energy 

management scale in that it employs the use of automated direct load control, smart 

appliances, and home energy software tools to monitor and manage home energy 

consumption. Owen Electric’s long term energy innovation vision is to provide a range of 

options, running the gamut from passive to active, and automated energy management 

tools that offer members choices within a range of options to manage their energy use, 

budget, comfort, and convenience to match their unique lifestyle. 
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Question: 
Refer to the response to Item 11 .b. of Staffs First Request. Explain whether any 

of the Demand-Side Management (“DSM’’) programs listed in this response are 

specifically targeted to fixed- and low-income members. If not, explain how many such 

customers participate in each of the DSM programs listed. 

Response: 

Owen’s DSM programs are made available to all Owen Electric members and are 

not specifically targeted to fixed- and low-income members.* 

Owen does not ask for proof of income as part its DSM program participation 

practices.* The DSM program participation rate of fixed- and low-income members is not 

known. 

*Exceptions to the above are: 

Owen’s 2009 Button-Up pilot program. All nine of Owen’s participants were 

selected in conjunction with community action agencies and were certified as low-income 

participants. 

Energy workshops. Owen Electric coordinated energy efficiency/conservation 

workshops with area community action agencies during the 2009-201 0 heating season. 

Approximately 70 LIHEAP (low-income) recipients attended workshops held in Boone, 

Gallatin, Grant, and Owen Counties. Owen also conducted a workshop in conjunction with 

the Owen County Senior Citizens for approximately 15 seniors (fixed-income). 
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Refer to the response to Item 13 of Staffs First Request 

a. Question: 

Explain why the REM/Rate energy rating tool uses BTUs and not kWh in 

determining saving for a rural electric cooperative. 

a. Response: 

REM/Rate’s function is to evaluate the energy consumed by a home’s heating and 

cooling system. This evaluation is calculated in BTUs as a universal measurement of 

energy consumed. The BTUs may then be converted to the unit of measurement for the 

appropriate fuel type (i.e. electric (kWh), natural gas (cubic foot), etc ...) in use. 

b. Question: 

Provide a detailed list of the materials used, including their costs, and the 

labor costs that comprise the $16,296 total cost, which equates to an average of $1,810 

for the nine homes weatherized under the Button-Up pilot program. 

b. Response: 

The home improvement work conducted for the pilot was performed by a third 

party-Ideal Homebuilders. The following pages display copies of 3 invoices for the 9 

homes completed in Owen’s pilot program. The invoices include square feet of upgraded 

insulation (by location and R-value of insulation), details pertaining to the air sealing 

completed, and the total cost to Owen Electric. Labor was not itemized separately on the 

invoices. 
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To: East Kentucky Power Cooperative 
4775 Lexington, Road 

Winchester, Ky 40392 

ePS 
Tax I.D. = 61-1396448 

I ISealed off interior basement door to create envelope. I I I 
Sealed all plumbing penitrations through basement ceiling 

Increased attic insulation from R-19 to R-38. I 

I 

MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO: 

IDEAL HOMEBUILDERS 
276 BLUE SKY PARKWAY 
LEXINGTON, KY 40509-941 9 

PHONE: 859-221-6363 
Fax: 859-264-1 371 
Email: mmfiscus@aol.com 

mailto:mmfiscus@aol.com
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Tax I.D. = 61-1396448 
To: East Kentucky Power Cooperative 

4775 Lexington, Road 

Winchester, Ky 40392 

I Owen Electrickealed maior duct leakaae.. Increased two crawl sDaces I I 

I 

MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO: 

IDEAL HOMEBUILDERS 
276 BLUE SKY PARKWAY 
LEXINGTON, KY 40509-941 9 

PHONE: 859-221-6363 
Fax: 859-264-1 371 
Email: mmfiscus@aol.com 

mailto:mmfiscus@aol.com
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4?kmle 
Tax I.D. = 61-1396448 

To: East Kentucky Power Cooperative 
4775 Lexington, Road 

Winchester, Ky 40392 

,and put R-0 to R-19 in entire band board ... Increased both 

lattics from R-I 9 to R-38.. .Sealed hatch and exterior 
I 

I 

4/28/2009 I $1,804.00 CC\-~&. 0 C., 
, > t t L . . l ~ . / L  i 

Owen Electric Sealed crawl space HVAC duct work (a lot of leakaqe) .. 

I 
MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO: 

IDEAL HOMEBUILDERS 
276 BLUE SKY PARKWAY 
LEXINGTON, KY 40509-941 9 

PHONE: 859-221-6363 
Fax: 859-264-1 371 
Email: mmfiscus@aol.com 

mailto:mmfiscus@aol.com
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Refer to the response to Item 16 of Staffs First Request, which indicates that 

approximately 28,000 residential customers will experience an increase in their bills, with 

number dropping to 9,500 if customers who would benefit from the Inclining Block Rate 

actually choose it. The Prepared Testimony of James R. Adkins (“Adkins Testimony”) at 

page 6 states that the residential Inclining Block Rate is specifically designed for 

customers who consistently use 500 kWh per month or less. 

a. Question: 

Explain whether Owen expects approximately 18,500, which equates to 

one-third, of its residential customers to understand that their bills are likely to 

increase if they don’t change rate schedules. Explain whether Owen plans to 

directly contact those low usage customers who do not change to the Inclining 

Block Rate Schedule to advise them of the opportunity to decrease their bills by 

changing rate schedules. 

a. Response: 

Even with Owen’s comprehensive member education and communication plan 

(please refer to Exhibit 14 - Education and Communications Plan in our original rate 

application 2011-00037), it is not reasonable to anticipate that every member will 

immediately understand how the menu of rates would affect their bill. After the initial roll 

out of the rates, Owen does plan to engage in a targeted approach where members who 

best fit the rate options will receive direct mailings catered towards a specific optional rate. 

Low usage members will be identified via billing queries and will be contacted in an 

attempt to encourage them to consider the optional Inclining Block Rate Schedule. 
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b. Question: 

Refer to Exhibit 9 of Owen’s application, which shows the impact of rate proposals 

on customers at varios usage levels. Explain why Inclining Block Rates bill shown in the 

last column continue to be lower for usage over 500 kWh even though the last rate step is, 

as the Adkins Testimony describes, as a premium of three cents per kWh over the energy 

rate for the previous step. If there is an error in the calculation of the Inclining Block Rates 

column, provide a revised Exhibit 9. 

b. Response: 

Attached as page 3 of this response is revised Exhibit 9 with a correction to the 

Inclining Block Rates column. 

C. Question: 

Describe the usage pattern of the 9,500 remaining residential customers who 

would not benefit from a switch to Inclining Block Rates, and any opportunity abailable to 

them to avoid an increase in their electric bill. 

C. Response: 

Please refer to Page 5 of 5, Exhibit 6 in the Application and identified as Bill 

Frequency Analysis. Those approximately 9,500 customers who would not benefit from 

the Inclining Block Rate are those customers whose monthly usage is from 850 kWh per 

month through 11 00 kWh per month. 

Other opportunities do exist for them through selecting one of the time-of-day rate 

options or one of the options that may be offered by Owen. 
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Question: 

Refer to the response to Item 17.a. of Staffs First Request. Explain whether 

some change to Owen’s proposed tariffs is required to clarify that one-year commitments 

are not required, especially in the absence of a written contract. 

Response: 

It is Owen Electric’s contention that the language on the four proposed optional 

tariffs that stipulates “One year minimum commifmenf required’ should remain. This 

level of commitment is necessary to properly realize the effectiveness and impact of the 

rates on an annual basis. If a member switches rates multiple times during the year they 

potentially run the risk of missing seasonal advantages or avoiding seasonal 

disadvantages associated with the rate selection. This one year commitment would also 

minimize the potential for members to ‘game’ the rates structures throughout the year. 

As noted in the response to Item 17.a. of Staffs First Request, Owen is not 

proposing to require a written contract from members who wish to select one of the 

optional rates. We will be requesting a one-year commitment, for the reasons stated 

above, but if the member finds during that year that the rate option they have chosen does 

not meet their needs, the cooperative will work with the member to find an acceptable rate 

option and will allow the member to change. Owen is committed to providing the best 

customer service to its member/owners, and does not believe that requiring a contract 

with rigid terms is in the best interest of its membership. 
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Question: 

Refer to the response to Item 19 of Staffs First Request. Confirm that during a 

higher usage month a customer switching to Schedulel-B1-Farm & Home-Time of Day 

tariff could receive a lower bill without shifting usage (the assumptions provided stated that 

no usage shift from peak to off-peak or -shoulder was assumed). 

Response: 

Yes, if a customer has usage which is higher than the average, the result is a lower 

bill. The TOD rate was calculated based an annual analysis not monthly. Therefore, during 

those shoulder months when usage is lower, the bill is slightly higher, thus balancing out to 

be revenue neutral over the year. 
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Refer to the response to Item 20 of Staffs First Request. 

a. Question: 

Confirm that, using the information provided for years 2012 through 2015, during a 

higher usage month a customer switching to Schedule l-B2-Farm & Home- Time of Day 

tariff could receive a lower bill without shifting usage (the assumptions provided stated that 

no usage shift from peak to off-peak or -shoulder was assumed). 

a. Response: 

See response to Question 12. 

b. Question: 

Explain why the calculated 82 bills provided for 2011 are higher than those 

provided for 2012 through 2015. 

b. Response: 

For the 2001 B2 bill, there was an error in the calculation. The correct analysis is 

attached. The 201 I bill for 82 is revenue neutral. 
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Question: 

Refer to the response to Item 21 of Staffs First Request. Confirm that during a 

higher usage month a customer switching to Schedule l-B3-Farm & Home- Time of Day 

tariff could receive a lower bill without shifting usage (the assumptions provided stated that 

no usage shift from peak to off-peak or -shoulder was assumed). 

Response: 

Please see response to Question 12. 
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